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Rev. Thomas Perkins Is Named
Moderator At Blood River Meet
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Rev. Thomas Perkins, pastor
of the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church was elected moderator of
the Blood River Baptist
Association at the 102nd session
held last week at the First First
Baptist Church, Murray,,Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, and the
First Missionary Baptist Church,
Benton.
Other officers named were
Rev. Wendell Green, pastor of
Altana Church, vice-moderator,
Dr. H. C. Chiles, Murray, clerk;
Rev. Terry Sills, pastor of
Sinking Spring Church, assistant
clerk; Rev. J. Frank Young,
pastor of First Missionary
Church, Benton, treasurer.
Directors named were Rev.
James Bean, pastor of Salem
Church, Sunday School; Cletus
McDougal of Zions Cause
Church, Church Training; Mrs.
Crawford Ray, Cherry Corner
Church, WMU; John Wood, First
Missionary Church, Benton.
music.
Reports of the associational
year showed that the forty-seven
churches received into their
membership 394 on profession of
faith and baptism, and 452 by
transfer of membership from
other Baptist churches. The
grand total of the membership of
the churches in the two counties,
Calloway and Marshall, in the
association now stands at 13,520.
The churches received in tithes
$1,030,36
and offerings last

Sawed Off
Shotgun Is
Brandished

A lone bandit, armed with a
sawed off shotgun, stole $2,455.50
from the Friendly Finance office, across from the Post Office,
on South Fourth Street Friday
night at about 6:20 p.m.
The man,said to be about 20 to
25 years old and sporting a
moustache and a braided band
around his head, walked into the
office carrying a brown paper
MURRAY HIGH 15, RUSSELLVI11 F 14, Murray High's Monty Cathey (21) is held off a last rally br the fired up Russellville squad to ,que,tn out the 15-14 viebag with what appeared to be a
trying to make the turn into a host of white jerseys In the first of quarter of Friday ton,.
Staff Ph". k a-ne MeCutcheon
shotgun or a stick inside.
night's contest played here. Murray High scored twice in the second quarter and
After making his entrance, he
revealed that the bag contained a
sawed off shotgun. The man
Rev. Thomas Perkins
ordered Don Doron, manager of
Darrell
the firm, and Mrs.
Mitchell„ an employee, to lie
The Women's Society of
down on the floor and not move.
Christian Service of the First
boron and Mrs. Mitchell
United Methodist Church will
reported to the Murray Police
'plays with only one pass, the Steve Friedel pass out of the air meet in the Hale Chapel of the
Sp-4 Jimmy L. Harrell, son of Department that the man then
By David Hill
Tigers called on Mike Ryan to put and raced to the touchdown. With church at ten a.m. on Tuesday,
Mrs. Marjorie Harrell of Murray took a green Bank of Murray
A determined Murray High line them on the scoreboard. Clopton only 39 seconds elapsed since November 2.
and Pat Harrell of Kirksey, is money bag with the number 117
"On what basis will the held and the Tigers walked off the added the kick to make it 7-0, with their first touchdown, the Tigers
Rev. M.C. Galloway will install
presently serving with Co. C, 4th printed on the side.
distribution be made?
Com- field with a 15-14 victory over 3:14 in the half.
A potluck
went for two points and got them. the new officers.
Med. Bn., 1st Arm'd Division, The two reported that they did
munism answers: On the basis of visiting RI ssellville here last The Panthers got off two plays Ryan rammed his way up the luncheon will be served at noon
not see the man get into an
Nurnberg, Germany.
equality, What. Equality without night.
before Joe Bill Fridy snatched a middle to finish out the Tigers honoring Mrs. William Britton,
He is serving his 24 months tour automobile.
reference to any difference in
retiring president. Mrs. Britton
After a second quarter scoring
scoring.
The robbery is being inof duty. His wife, Debbie, is
palms taken? We shall all have an spree left them with a 15-0 lead at
The half was not over, though. and her husband have moved to
residing here in Murray with her vestigated by the Murray Police
equal share, whether we have halftime, the Tigers were late
Monty Cathey picked off a Mayfield where he is associated
parents, Mr and Mrs. Richard Department,
worked six hours or twelve, coming onto the field in the
Friedel pass on the Murray 48 with Byrn Funeral Home.
At 9:42 p.m., Albert ZimWhited.
mechanically or intellectually. second half and were penalized 5
yard line. The horn sounded as The nursery will be open. The
His address is Spec-4 Jimmy L. merman of South 16th St.
But (if all possible types of yards 'followed by a fifteen
A two car collision occurred at Adam %arming was pulled down executive board will meet at 9:15
Harrell 401-74-8258, Co. C. 47th reported to the police department
inequality this is the most yarder for unsportsmanlike 10:05 sin. Friday at the in- on the Russellville 15, after a.m. in the chuch parlor
Med. Btn., 1st. Arm'd , APO New that someone had broken into his
shocking; and furthermore, it conduct made the kickoff point at tersection of South 10th and snagging a Cathey pass.
preceding the general meeting.
Continued on Page Eight)
car and stolen five, 8-track tapes
York 09068
means the destruction of all the Murray 35 yard line. The ball Poplar streets, according to the After the second Panther TT),
and a carrying case.
initiative, liberty, dignity, and rolled out of bounds on the five on report filed by the officers of the the Tigers managed to get down
Entry to the car was gained by
prudence. You propose to kill the kickoff. Murray put the ball Murray Police Department. No to the Russellville 13, before
jamming a vent window . The
competition, but take care; you in play, but on the second play Injuries were listed on the report.
it up on downs. The
car was parked on Eighth St.
are only redirecting it. Under Monty Cathey fumbled the ball.
over and
Involved were a Chevrolet two Panthers took
between Olive and Main at the
present conditions we compete to Roger Hinton recoverd for door hardtop driven by Harold threatened to pass the Tigers as
time of the theft.
see who works most and best. Russellville on the fifteen.
dovnifield.
took
off
Wayne Crutcher of Murray Route they
The tapes listed as stolen were:
Under your regime we shall It took the Panthers five plays Six and a 1966 Ford two door The visitors elected to go for
Bridge Over troubled Waters,
compete to see who works worst to hit paydirt. Don Bell took hardtop driven by Paul Brent the first down on 4-5, with 1:47 left By ELIZABETH ViHARTON Friday night "a moment of revamped program, probably Sounds of the 60's, Iron Butterfly,
Frederic Rastiat, scoring honors with the runs for Thurman of 421 South 9th Street, to play. On the Murray 38 yard
and least."
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The consequence." The White' House early next year. the Lettermen, and one other
writer of mid-1880's.
line, once again the Tiger defense Senate, in an astonishing 41 to called it "highly irresponsible." Mansfield said the Senate title not known
the TD and the two extra points. Murray.
Murray took the kickoff, but
Police said Thurman, going stood firm, and the hosts took 27 vote, has killed the omnibus "President Nixon urges im- action would give the United
Arcane means mysterious or Mike Ryan fumbled the ball on south on 10th. turned onto Poplar over for good. The Tigers ran out American foreign aid program, mediate restoration of the States an opportunity to
"devesecret, such as "'strange and the second play for the Tigers. Street and collided with the the clock for the win.
which showered $143 billion on absolutely vital foreign assis- lop new ideas and move away
arcane things were happening". Russellville failed to capitalize on Crutcher car going west on The Tigers gained 232 yards other countries over a quarter tance program so that we can from the old ones." He
said he
Arcane isn't it.
continue the efforts to construct would oppose any attempt to
the break, however as Joe Bill Poplar Street. Damage to the rushing to their visitors' 214. The century.
Fridy pounced on a Panther loose Chevrolet was on the left side and Murray team picked up only
Senate Democratic Leader a more peaceful world," said revise the bill this year.
The weather we had yesterday ball.
Mike Mansfield called the vote Ronald L. Ziegler, the White Chairman J. William Fulbright
three yards in the air.
to the Ford on the front.
would suit us all winter long.
House press secretary.
The Tigers put the ball in play
of the Senate Foreign Relations
Warm in the daytime and cool at from the 39, but had to boot it out
The bill included military Committee has long urged
right.
support for Israel, aid for
of trouble. The Panthers then
The 1971 fund raising Victory'
(Continued on Page Eight)
beleaguered
Cambodia
and
Campaign by the Kentucky
launched a successful drive from
Folks in politics are getting their own 19 yard line. With 10:50
Laos, and funds to help the 9
Chapter of the Arthritis Founnore frenetic as election day left in the game, Bell again
million Pakistani refugees.
dation, which ended recently,
iraws nearer.
Aid for Vietnam, both militaraised a total of $2,517.73, more
sneaked across the Murray High
ry and economic, comes under
than doubling its goal, according
goal line for the six pointer. The
Gifts coming into the stores Panthers lined up as the crowd
other legislation and was not
to Mrs. Gerry Requarth and Mrs.
ver town, getting ready for urged them to go for two They
affected by the vote.
The move to the new Murray administration to the students for end of school next spring.
Fred Gardner, campaign coWASHINGTON
(UPI
(
—Most
From 8:30 to 9 there will be a It was considered nearly
Christmas.
tried for the bonus points, but the High School is almost complete their efforts, their work and their
chairmen.
Americans will have a chance
The people of Calloway County
determined Tigers held out for according to Principal Eli cooperation in making this move. "free time" for the students to certain the administration
find their locker, arrange their would move to restore some of Sunday to get back that hour of have brought livinghope to their
Turn your clock back tonight the winning margin.
Alexander.
On Monday,
School
will
open
on
sleep
they
lost
last
spring.
Tuesday
books, buy lunch tickets and tour the individual items in the $2.9
vhen you go to bed. You'll gain After an uneventful first November 1, the teachers and
2,715 neighbors with arthritis,
Daylight Savings Time offici- said
rack that hour you lost last quarter, the Tigers broke loose in administration will make the morning at 8 a.m. with the entire school.
billion bill, either in the form of
the chairmen, "for many of
Since the new campus will be separate bills or as amend- ally ends at 2 a.m. and clocks whom our 1971 catchphrase
pring. If you get confused over the second stanza on a scoring final transfer- and arrange the homeroom from 8 to 8:30. During
this
will
will
period
have
to
be
turned
the
students
back
one
closed, there will be a lunch ments to other programs. But
which way to turn your clock, do spree.
'Arthritis is living hell,' is all too
After Chris Clopton rooms. Students will not be in
receive a locker assignment and program featuring two lines so there was little likelihood that hour.
t in such a manner that you gain recovered a Russellville fumble, school Monday.
real."
The autumn half of the
will make a $1 deposit for a lock. that the students may select any kind of general aid
n hour. Tomorrow you'll wake the Bengals started grinding out
Speaking for the Kentucky
Alexander also expressed the This money will be refunded between a "ho" lunch and a
"Spring
forward,
fall
back"
ip on regular time, regardless of the yardage.
program would clear Congress
Foundation chapter, the chairappreciation of the faculty and when the lock is turned in at the "cold, salad-type" lunch. In
ritual
will
not
be
observed
in
'hat you do to your clock.
this year. The bill killed by the
Coming from their own 33 in 16
man thanked the countless inaddition, sandwiches will be Senate came from the House four states—Arizona, Hawaii, dividuals, organizations and
-thigan, and Indiana. Under
available. The sandwich line will and is not subject to revival.
Good frozen dinners are the
volunteers for their generous
consist of a choice between two Supporters of foreign aid said pruvisions of the Uniform Time response to the arthritis appeal.
ines with fried chicken in them.
sandwiches, a drink, a dessert they would turn their efforts Act of 1966, these states have "It has been a rewarding exYou peal hack the foil over just
themselves
from
and one other item which will toward offering a completely exempted
the chicken and when it's done,
perience for us to serve on the
oing on Daylight Savings
vary including fruit, french fries,
the chicken will be browned.
Arthritis Victory Team here and
Time.
potato chips,etc. The price of the
to see the campaign more than
(Continued on Page Eight)
Until the passage of that law,
meal is 35 cents student and 40
double its goal," both Mrs.
the United States was a crazycents adult. Weekly tickets are
Requarth and Mrs. Gardner said.
quilt of time. Some cities within
$1.75 and monthly tickets are
Seventy per cent of funds
a state remained on Standard
$7.00.
contributed to the Kentucky
Time and others advanced to
The first class will begin on
chapter is used for arthritis
Mrs. Lyndia Cochran will be in Daylight Savings Time.
Tuesday at 9 a.m, and the
services here in Kentucky. The
By United Press International
schedule will be carried out until Memphis, Tenn., Sunday for the First introduced in World balance goes to support national
Kentucky: Mostly fair today
the normal dismissal time at one day session of the Southern War I as a means of saving research and other medical
Association of Dance Masters electricity, the idea caught on
tonight, partly cloudy
and
2:30 p.m.
programs seeking the final anSunday with widely scattered
remained
controversial
Bus information has been She was appointed supervisor of but
swer to arthritis.
showers west portion late Sundistributed to each student and the state of Kentucky the past until the federal government The Arthritis Victory March
day. No important temperature
set up mandatory rules.
was printed in the Ledger & September.
itself
Taking a student teacher's Farmers would rather have for 1971 is over but arthritis
changes. High today and Sunday
Times last week.
Those
who
relentlessly
on.
goes
in the upper 7( and low Ms. Lows
Principal Alexander also course from Murray will be Miss the extra daylight in the did not have an opportunity to
tonight/mostly in the 50s.
Debbie
Dodd,
Miss
Tonya
morning, but city dwellers contribute during the campaign
thanked everyone—students,
parents, and faculty for their Reeder, and Miss Jane Wager. wanted it at the end of the day. may send checks to the Kentucky
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
Miss Sandra Stom, Miss Transportation interests like
cooperation during the double
Chapter of the Arthritis Founextended
Kentucky
The
Dorisanna Steely, Miss Renee railroad and airlines were its
sessions.
dation at 1381 Bardstown Road,
through
Monday
outlook
w:‘ather
"We appreciate the effort on Jennings, Miss Mitzi Reddick, biggest backers. In fact, the Louisville, Kentucky 40204.
.
Wednesday:
the part of everyone during these and Miss Leslie Hunter will take railroads set up the first time
a
Chance of showers mainly
student
course
Now
You
Know
at
the
meeting.
zones
in
1883.
first two months of school," he
Miss Suzanne Fitch, assistant
Tuesday and Wednesday with no
DEFENSE PAYS OFF—Dale "Bubha" Hughes (911 Murray High's 141 pound junior defensive said.
Once again, for then who By United Press International
important temperature changes end, is driving a stiff shoulder into Russellville's Steve Friedel 110) to stop this play for only a short
In
1895, W.E.B. DuBois
In some areas equipment is to Mrs. Cochran, along with can never remember which
through the period. Lows mostly gain during last night's game played at Ty Holland Staditiprliere,.__Coming up to aid Hughes are still being installed but this will students and mothers from way the clock is turned- this became the first black _person
in the 406. Highs mostly in the Bruce Mani ('74) and Jeff Dowdy (88).
. -clegrie from
not interfere with' classes the Madisonville and Paris, Tenn., Sunday it is turned back one to get a Ph.D.
studio will make the trip.
Harvard University.
mid 60s.
hour_
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcheon principal said.
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Methodist WSCS To
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Two Car Collision
Occurs On Friday

giving
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Calloway Gives
$2,517.73 To
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New Murray High School
Set To Open On Tuesday
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Mrs. Cochran And
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Dear Editor:

4

Book Reviewed By Professor
By YUSHIN Y00
(Faculty member,)
(Murray State University)

5

Ten Years Ago Today

C
ti onf
n it'

preparations were made to strike
his name from the next edition of
the official Soviet Who's Who.
There is much more to be said
about Alexander Solzhenitsyn
and his novel. Here in our society
you can yell your head off on the
street about anything you like.
This book tells the great meaning
of freedom which in our society
seems unappreciated. We are
grateful to him for his unforgetable novel, which I have no
hesitation in recommending to
the widest possible public. You
can choose between two translations, one by Ralph Parker
published by Dutton and one by
Max Hayward and Ronald
Hingley published by Praeger.

I have been a resident now for
almost one year in the City of
"One Day In The Life of Ivan
Murray and my wife and I have
a
enjoyed our residency here very Denisovich" by Alexander
much. I get around some and Solzhenitsyn, New York, E. P.
talk to quite a large number pf Dutton, 1963. 164.
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, $35 per week, $1.52 per
Being deprived of freedom of
people on the street and these
month By mail in Calloway and adjoining coo/Sties, $750 per year
writing, protesting of his
creative
older
retired
mostly
people
are
Other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00 more than 150
men. There seems to be a intelligence and conscience,
Miles from Murray, $18.00.
healthy interest this fall in great living Russian author
The Outstanding Civic Asset Of a Community
politics and the election which is Alexander Sozhenitsyn has obis the Integrity of its Newspaper
now less than one week away. tained the 1970 Nobel Prize.
Everybody seems to be talking We believe that the success of
SATURDAY—OCTOBER 30, 1971
politics and many of these people this work was because this "One
are not happy with what they Day" was based on his own
prison
camp
experience.
think they see.
instance, when the 5-cent Although Soviet writers had been
For
LEDGE& a TIKES PIM
Sales Tax was passed and permitted to refer to Stalin's
became law many of our labor camp for sometime, This book is available both at
Hundreds viewed the dedication ceremony on October 28 of the
Democrats were very angry at Solzhenitsyn's was the first Murray-Calloway County Public
Murray-Calloway County Airport, Kyle Field. Gov. Bert Combs,
Governor Nunn for passing it published work to describe one in Library and that of Murray State
U. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt, and their party arrived in two twowhen they and all the other detail.
University.
«•.-'
•
••"'
engine planes which landed easily on the 3000 foot paved runway.
Born hi 1918, he graduated in
citizens of Kentucky know that
grandson,
her
by
piloted
plane,
by
arrived
Jones
Mrs. Lonnie
Governor Nunn and all the rest of Mathematics
at
Rostou
U. Bill Holland of Flora, Ill., to visit her daughter, Mrs. Cary
his Republican supporters University. During World War
October
Rose. The twin engine Apache was the first plane to land
couldn't have passed the 5-cent IL he served in the Red Army as
28 at the new local airport.
Sales Tax without the help of a a Captain. In 1945, he was capage
Melton,
Warren
72,
age
Deaths reported are Clyde Smith,
large number of Democrats. tured by the Germans. After a
39, and Tara Gale Hutchens, four day old daughter of Mr. and
However, after it was passed we few days he managed to escape
Mrs. W. Porter Hutchens of Chicago, Ill.
heard a lot from the Democrats and returned to Russian lines.
and others that, "Just wait until However, instead of being
Murray State lost to Arkansas State at Jonesboro 22 to 14
next election they would repeal decorated for heroisrn he was NEW YORK (UPI)
The
all that 5-cent Sales Tax right arrested and accused him of high outlook for the US. eu,nomy
now". I have been listening very treason and charged that he had and
growth
of
American
carefully to political speeches returned only to spy for the corporations "has never been
been
and
have
reading Germans. He was sentenced to better than it is right now,"
LZDGIS a TIMES 1U2
newspapers and listening to ten years in a Siberian prison Wright Investors' service says.
Radio and Television Speeches camp. This "One Day" described
"We believe that at today's
Miss Lochie Faye Hart of Murray is pictured today as a
by politicians and not once have I one day of his diary in that
CALL Of lit KLONDIKE
member of the 200 voice Stephens College Concert Chorus which
stock market prices, there are
noticed anyone even mention the prison.
will present a concert over the Mutual network. She is the
Harrison E. Salisbury writing more comparatively superior
Repeal of the 5-cent Sales Tax. I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George Hart.
in the N. Y. Times called it "a investment values ... than there
wonder why"
Dr. Lloyd W. Moore of Adrian, Mich., whose wife is the former
will be...at any time during the
At least a dozen people have small, almost flawless classic,
Mavis Hamilton, Murray, died October 25.
next
few years," the firm
told me how grateful they were employing the eloquence of
District Gov. W. Z. Carter of Murray presided at the cabinet
reticense and understatement". maintains.
for
the
Political
that
was
Debate
meeting of the Lions Club District 43-K held at the Murray
held between the two leading Vera Alexandrova noted in the
Woman's Club House October 29.
With stock prices well below
Candidates. Some concluding chapter of history of
Gubernatorial
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ray Buckingham are the parents of a son
the highs for the year, the bond
Soviet
literature
that
time
age
a
bill
was
introduced
born this week at the Murray Hospital.
markets in contrast have been
encoivE
into
•itesiDep.o,
the
Commonwealth Solzhenitsyn's work was "written
"All of John Shroat's children have a name beginning with a
forging
ahead," Fesexel Firein
the
best
humanist and realistic
Legislature that would exempt
''J",from the column,"Seen & Heard Around Murray".
Southern States Industrial Council
stone Inc. observes. Thus, the
traditions
of
Russian
classical
$6,500
of
the
Assessed
Valuation
The Honor Roll for New Conliterature, and without a trace of company adds, "the bond
cord Elementary School has been of all Real Estate Property of
the falseness which is the markets appear to have been
THE AMERICAN SYSTEM
released by the principal, B. R. those owners of Real Estate who
with
the
hallmark of 'socialist realism'." more impressed
were
over
65
years
of
age_
Many
Allen, and is as follows:
outlook for the new economic
Novy
Mir
published
of
two
those
Retired
more
Older
People
To understand the problems facing Americans today it is
LEDGEN•Tuna FILE
Fourth Grade—Mary Wagoner,
policy ( of the Nixon administranecessary to bear in mind that the United States isn't a nation in Melissa Brinkley, Cynthia were waiting and listening for of Solzhenitsyn's short novels
one or both of the Candidates to translated into English as "an tion I particulary regarding the
the sense that England or France is. The old countries of Europe Hutson.
control of inflation."
Deaths reported are Mrs Tom McGregor of Frankfort, Miss
are a single people united by blood, history and, in rime/ cases;• Sixth Grade—John Brinkley assert where they stood on this Incident at Krechtovka Station"
Laura Elkins of Louisville, Leonard Red)Robertson of Mayfield,
and
"Matryona's
bill.
House". His
This would lower the Real
Next year looks like a year of
religion. The United States, on the other hand, is a political (all A's , Lerma Duke, Laura
and Nat L. Harris of Murray.
Estate Tax of many of the Older recent novels, The Cancer Ward "broad and strong economic
system which is still in an experimental stage.
Jarrett.
The work of mapping Calloway County into neighborhoods and
Retired Folks. Neither candidate and The First Circle, en- recovery," Dean Witter & Co.
The United States began as a confederacy of independent
Seventh Grade—Linda Mccommunities has just been completed by Ray Brownfield,
even mentioned it.
thusiastically received in the says. The company makes this
states. Americans were Virginians and South Carlinians before Cuiston, Ronnie Gibson.
assistant county agent, with the assistance of a number of men
Several of those older Retired West in 1968, remain unpublished observation despite the "uncerthey had a national identity. Indeed state and regional identities
Avery,
Grade—Linda
Eighth
and women in all sections of the ctonty. The study revealed that
tainty at the moment in broad
persist after almost 200 years of U. S. history. In the 19th century, Charles Steven Ferguson, Randy People told me their impression in the Soviet Union.
there are 74 neighborhoods in the county.
Solzhenitsyn was cast out of the areas that are germane to the
the United States became the proverbial melting pot. But not all Herndon, Judy Kimbro, Benny of the Debate in words like this,
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain are the parents of a son, Jackie Dan,
"They were grateful to the two Soviet Writers' Union and market."
the elements in the cauldron melted. Ethnic identities and Pittman, Kathy Todd.
born October 21.
political parties for having the
loyalties are still very strong. Some elements in the "pot" almost
Miss Margaret Rachel Purdom and James H. Blalock were
debate on Television because by
completely resist the melting process. Moreover, it seems that
married on October 24.
the time both candidates were •
there is a growing move away from the notions of assimilation
ztALLtbt =MAUI ii
The Almanac
Members of the cast of the play, "The Bat" to be presented
through accusing each other and •
popular in earlier years.
October 31 by the Sock and Buskin Club at Murray State are Betty
denouncing each other these •
Nitely at 7:45 & 9:30 plu,
Nitely at 7:30 plus
By United Press International older Retired People decided that
Phillips, Bob Evans, Dorothy Samples, Oliver Hood, Marjorie
These basic problems of our nation are compounded by the
4
Today is Saturday, Oct. 30, neither candidate was worthy to •
Sat. & Sun.
2:15
Pooshee, Joe Fitch, Dan Hutson, Jenny Ann Doyle, Arnold
influence of modern political theories on our people. In recent
2:00 Sunday
GP
•
•
the
303rd
day
of
1971.
identified
Werlain, and Frank Shires.
decades, increasing numbers of Americans have
•
hold such a highly responsible job •
Winner of 6 Acadero)
The moon is between its first as the Governor of
•
themselves along ideological lines. They think of themselves as
Kentucky and •
Awards
•
left-wingers or right-wingers. They assert an allegiance to their quarter and full phase
they were not going to support • 1 WINNER Or 6 ACADEMY AWARDS
•
The morning star is Saturn. either one. I wonder how
own special concept of American society. The Vietnam War has
other
p)mixcarro,
Or07770409 wwww0
VI
A:jaz
TO-OCED7
The evening stars are Mercu- older Retired People
brought to the surface this ideological aspect of our national life.
if ,,
feel about
,..
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Color rated X
DAVID LEANS FILM
Protesters have insisted that they will fight only in wars of which ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
this." This would be interesting •
• a erms tislatriNmS
P
For Ladies 81 Gentlemen •
Those born on this day are to know as there are
they approve. They will steal government documents or burn
Political organizations are packed with campaign
many
over 18 or bring your
draft cards if they don't agree with current national objectives. under the sign of Scorpio.
thousands of voters in this 4(
Workers who don't understand the Republicans and
P
=
President John Adams was category.
marriage License.
4ff ZHIVAGO"r
These problems illustrate some basic difficulties in our system.
party workers who don't understand the Democrats.
•••••* * *•*•*******•• 41 *•
From the beginning, many Americans questioned the trend born Oct. 30th, 1736.
I thank you very kindly, Mr.
Neither does anybody else.
On this day in history:
towards a centralized state. The appeal to states' rights was an
•4F *
441 • Ft Ft
***
'
IF
*
appeal for diversity within unity. But the centralized nation
"Politics is mostly pill-taking,"
actor Orson Welles
1938
In
LIFE SIZE MONSTER POSTER
concept
won
in
the
least
the
War.
victory
At
great
Civil
American
—Thomas B. Reed
*pleth 41—**
•Teltnitroon WOICI WOULD DARE TAKE IT NOW n
was won on the battlefield. But the issue of diversity wasn't caused a ealional pude with a
Yours very truly,
dramatization
of a
radio
solved for all time. The master state concept that John Randolph
John M. Stevens.
fictional invasion of New Jersey
of Roanoke and John C. Calhoun feared and argued against is
•
LL0WEEN
men from Mars
by
very much with us today.
FIEND FOR ECONOMY
In 1941 a German submarine TIVERTON,
England (UP!)—
torpedoed and sank an AmeriYet many Americans, for markedly different reasons, want a
Five days a week, Mrs. Mary •
destroyer, the Reuben
can
wider measure of freedom than the centralized state offers.
Day takes her two children 16 •
Howbeit, when he, the Spirit of truth, is come, he will guide you
the United
Ironically, the liberals who question national purposes in the James, although
miles to their school in Exeter. •
into all truth.—John 16:13.
foreign policy area are insistent that other Americans be locked States was not yet at war.
Then she parks her car in a
Knowing the truth about God depends not so much upon our
In 1948 an Army transport nearby street and for seven
into a single educational system and societal pattern.
investigation or speculation, but upon our relationship to the
The American experiment in national life also involves a basic arrived in New York City from hours sits surrounded by flasks
Ftevealer.
Germany with the first reAN
problem involving the qualityqk citizenship and leadership.
of coffee, magazines and
Thomas Jefferson wanted an American society in which fugees to enter the United knitting to wait for classes to
STATE GOVERNMENT,
WEEK Of ACTIVITY
everyone, to the extent of his abilities,would be given an equal States the Displaced Persons end.
IN tiniEF
chance He envisioned a society in which Americans would be Act.
The reason, she told puzzled •
AND WHEN THEY TOUCH YOU, SCREAM!
free
to acquire an education, to hold public office, and to work for
In 1945 American planes residents of the area Thursday, •
By Jim Warren
the public good while contributing a fair share to society's en- killed 48 South Vietnamese by is to save on gasoline bills.
4VALIC•NI gintAlls,\
terprises.
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
accidentally bombing the wrong "I know it must appear
PARKS—Gov. Louie B Nunn announced a $1.7 million imMATINEE ONLY AT 1PM
US SU, 0000704
Jefferson iddn't imagine that an element would emerge in area.
rather odd to see me sitting in
provement program at Fort Boonesborough State Park. ImAmerican
society
which
my
car
wanted
all
day,
a
but
more
it
saves
than
me
equal
chance
and
provements will include an authentic replica of historic Fort
Come see a real corpse on display If
that insisted on advancement without work or ability. He couldn't
A thought for today: Ameri- more than 160 miles a week,"
Boonesborough as it stood in the 1770's. An outdoor drama to be
you dare! Save your ticket stubs to •
foresee the time when some people would demand a college can playwright George Michael she said.
held at the fort also is being considered.
education though they couldn't qualify for such training, when Cohan said, "No matter what
Gasoline in Britain is an *
win FREE Transistor Radio!
5 HIGHWAYS—The state Highway Department announced jl is there would be insistence that public offices be distributed on the may happen, whatever may average of 87 cents a gallon
basis
of
ethnic
quotas,
or
when public charity to the idle would be befall, I only know that I'm
placing colorful new international highway signs on several state
described as a right and form of social justice.
mighty glad to be living, that is
• roads. Some old signs,such as "stop","one way" and speed limit
Furthermore, Jefferson and the other early democrats had no all."
ONE HOUR SERVICE
signs, will be kept. The new signs largely rely on symbols rather
idea that a new class of office-seeker would arise who would cater
than words and are coming into general use across the country.
to the shiftless, proposing welfare and food stamps for this
element
in the manner that Roman demagogs supplied bread and NONAGENARIAN GOLFER
EDUCATION—The Interim Legislative Commission on Higher
circuses to the proletariat of urban Rome.
Education is studying three proposed major changes in the state
Given these conditions, one can see that the United States faces
PEORIA, Ill. (UPI)—The
GOOD MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY ONLY NOV. 1-2-3
Council on Public Higher Education. One proposal would abolish
great difficulty. The problems are all the greater because the U Guinness Book of Records can't
the council and leave higher education coordination to the state's
S. faces a formidable global foe in the Soviet Union, the inhebritor keep up with William Fast, 92.
eight educational institutions. The other two proposals would
2-PIECE Ladies & Mens
of the Czarist empire, which has a monolithic political character
:7 change the council's membership and give it increased authority
Singles
The 18th edition of the book,
and which disciplines its disparate internal populations in a stern
over certain programs.
published in London Thursday,
manner.
for a 140-yard
$1
Americans should not discount the effectiveness of "the gave Fast credit
HAIRDRESSERS—The state Board of Cosmetologists and
the Madison Golf
at
-one
hole-hi
sheltered discipline of despots," as one historian has described it.
Hairdressers announced a new regulation permitting out-of-state
Peoria, on Nov. 12, 1970,
The Soviets also have a variety of peoples in their land, and a Club,
70
hairdressers who cannot meet Kentucky standards to work here if
when Fast was 91 years, 339
number
of
them
can
be
accurately
described
as captive peoples.
4"
their husbands are servicemen serving in Kentucky. The work
old.
rrl
But the iron hand of Moscow is as real today as it was when days
WE HAVE SHIRT LAUNDRY SERVICE, HERE!
permit will be for six months only.
70
Moscovite rulers of the past put down Iiithuanian princes or
The book said Fast was the
Ukranian nationalists.
oldest golfer to get a hole in ✓r-i
BOUNDARY—Kentucky filed a brief with the U.S. Supreme
One HOUR
one.
Court terming "legally baseless" Ohio's claim that the boundary
To persist in the face of such a formidable adversary
state as
between the two states is the middle of the Ohio River. The brief
the USSR,the United States has to manifest a special kind
However. Fast said Thursday
of inner
cited cases from 1820 and 1890 setting the boundary at the Ohio's
strength. It has to recover the quality of statesmanship it had
in he has beat his own record.
northern shore.
the early years of the Republic. It has to deal with the
drones. Since passing his 92nd birthday,
FUNDS—The state is transferring 64 3 million in excess
inner barbarians and ideological fanatics wbo threaten the peace he's made another hole-in-one,
S T III CDY C
.
revenue into the capital-construction fund to help finance a wideand good order of the nation. The future of the United States on the same course and safne
ranging building program. Largest outlay will be $2.6 million for
East Side of Square
depends very much on recapturing the ideal of vital, dif- hole. The feat was accoma new Department of [Abrades building.
ferentiating liberty shared by the Founding Fathers.
plished June 24, 1971, he said.
ONE HOUR
of our readers
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO 1509
roda,sgyi Ave. Memphis, Tenn . Time it Life Bldg., New York, N Y
Stephenson Bldg Detroit, Mich
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United Daughters
Confederacy Group
Has Regular Meet

Many Of Today's Young People Are Living
Together Without Benefit, Legal Blessing

10 1

S

0

81104 1140
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Corduroy Look Rates High

Teachers Club will start at 1:30
By GAY PAULEY
Saturday, October 30
vows. Some ... are pledging not
UPI Women's Editor
The Haunted House" at 403 p.m. at the Garvin Phillips' Farm
only to be faithful to each other
The J. N. Williams Chapter of
NEW YORK (UPI)—Mar- but to work together for
North 16th Street will be open for two miles west of New Concord.
peace
the United Daughters of the riage is not obsolete, although
pie
final night from six to ten Shells and refreshments will be
'
,
Justice and brotherhood."
Confederacy met at the lovely many of today's young people Mrs.
Leshan examines chalki( p.m., as a money making project available.
home of Judge and Mrs. James live together without benefit of
E6
s of the iCaPPa Department of the Open house airR held at the
relationships
elaintionshia
Lassiter on Wells Boulevard on legal or religious blessing.
new parsonage
sing
new publication Murray Woman s Club.
the Kirksey
Wednesday, October 20.
Marriage is not obsolete, from the non-profit
United Methodist
from
cational
Mrs. Helen Wells Lassiter and although communal living is Public
of
two to four p.m. The conAffairs Committee, Ninth annual Turkey Shoot
Mrs. Melas Linn were the part of the 19708 life style.
Parent- secretation services for the new
headquaered at 381 Park the New Concord
hostesses. They were assisted by
These are not "immoral" Avenue nuth, N.Y. The publi- Teachers Club will be at the parsonage will be conducted
by
Mrs. James Lassiter. A delicious times, although some of the cation
is titled "Mates and Garvin Phillips' farm, two miles Bishop H. E. Finger, Jr. at four
coffee was served to the fifteen older generation states sadly,
Roommates; New Styles in west of New Concord, starting at P.m.
members present.
nine a.m. Shells and refresh- The
"The trouble is, nobody be- Young Marriages."
r -the Music
The president, Mrs. Leonard lieves in anything any more."
ments will be available.
Department of the Murray
Vaughn, opened the meeting with
Marriage, though, is changing
The
Hazel School Parent- Woman's Club will meet at the
the pledges to the flags. The and must change in the 1970s,
will have a turkey club house at two p.m. for a
Club
Teacher
secretary, Miss Maude Nance, one professional student of
Tucker farm, two rehearsal.
shoot
at
the
old
read the minutes, and Mrs. Zelna family life observes. She says
miles north of Hazel on Highway
Monday, November 1
Carter, treasurer, gave her that in "the midst of chaos and
641, starting at eight a.m. Shells The Lottie Moon Group of the
report.
confusion of social change,
and refreshments will be sold. First Baptist BW will not heve its
Mrs. Vaughn read letters of there is every evidence of the
regular meeting, but will meet on
congratulations to the chapter for emergence
of some
very
The Fall Festival will be held
November 16 at the church.
three prizes of ten dollars each, positive human goals and
at the Alrno School with the doors
won from the state meeting in values."
to open at six p.m. The event is The Kathleen Jones Group of
Prestonsburg this month. The
Goals and Values Outlined
the First Baptist Church BW will
by the PTA.
sponsored
president asked that an effort be
Mrs. Eda J. Leshan, a family
meet at the home of Mrs. Stanmade to have Kentucky flags life educator and author of
Sunday, October 31
ford Andrus at 7:15 p.m. Mrs.
placed in each school room.
several books for parents,
Members of Murray Assembly Madelle Talent will be the
The group voted to support outlines these goals and values
No.
19 Order of the Rainbow for program leader.
Mrs.Dietz in her efforts in having thusly:
Girls will "trick or treat for
the three marble mantels, pier
—Men and women should be
UNICEF" starting at two p.m. The Baptist Women of the Elm
mirr.ors, and misceLlaqapus equal partners in their search
Grove Baptist Mira will have a
items taken from 2io JohnTkint for love and personal fulfillMr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison planning meeting at the church at
Morgan home to refurbish the ment.
will be honored on their 50th 1:30 p.m.
Cassius Clay home sponsored by
—With candor and honesty,
wedding anniversary with a
Mrs. Louie Nunn, returned to the we must re-examine and re- FAYE STEPHENS IS
reception at the home of their The Executive Boacd of the
Morgan home. Mrs. Gladys Scott shape our social institutions so STUDENT OF THE
daughter, Mrs. Robert E. Wright, Murray Woman's Club will have
showed pictures and read an that they speak to the human MONTH—The Mayfield
All a luncheon at the club house at
from two to five p.m.
Clerk
-Stenographer
Class
has
article pertaining to the items. needs.
are
invited.
relatives
and
friends
11:30 a.m.
Programs for the corning year
—Life is sacred; every named Faye Stephens, 1206
were planned, and the secretary human being ... has unique Melrose Drive, Murray, as
Ninth annual Turkey Shoot Of
The Olga Hampton Baptist
said program books for each qualities and we need a climate Student of the Month. The basis the New
Concord Parentfor selection of honor student is
member will be distributed at the of life in which these thrive.
secretarial skills, scholastic
next meeting to be held at the
—The fullest growth of each ability, attendance, grooming
borne of Mrs. Zelna Carter,
person is irrevocably tied to his and attitude. During this month
capacity for allowing, encourag- she will serve as class president,
ing, enhancing, the growth of replacing the former president
who has been employed by a
others.
—We must search for new and local company. Faye is a
better ways of revealing our graduate of Wingo High School,
innermost •selves to each other; has several years bookkeeping
to be human is to be beautiful experience and holds an A. Ft.
T. certificate from the
Gamma Gamma Chapter of and there is no room for shame American Medical Association.
in
our
nakedness—physical
or
Beta Sigma Phi Sorority held a
.541e is available for v•ork now. In
fall rush party, October 19, at the spiritual.
addition to her school work,
home of the president, Mrs. "In the context of these Faye is the mother ofiti.twO
values, marriage is not obsolete children; a daughter, Patty Sue
Martha Ails, Keenland Drive.
This year's theme, "Life —but it must change," Mrs. and a son, Mike.
Begins At Forty," signifying the Leshan writes. "In whatever
forty years the sorority has been forms it may appear, it would
in existence, 1,32-1972, was seem destined to speak ever
carried out by members and more clearly to the fundamenguests dressing in 1930's tal need for caring, for living,
for mutual trust and compacostumes.
A given by Martha Ails and nionship."
Older Forms Give Way
Patricia Nesbitt. Sylvia Thomas
One indication, she says, that Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
presented a few examples of
"older forms of morality are eras the guest speaker at the
things popular in the thirties.
Later, a dance contest was held. giving way to new is the fact meeting of the Murray Branch of
Refreshments were served in that while many young people the American Association of
the manner of typical 1930's foOd seem to be turning away from University Women held on Ocline—white beans and hard ritualized, institutionalized mar- tober 12 at the home of Mrs.
bread, as well as candy bars and riage ceremonies, they are still Frances Matarazzo.
expressing a need for some Mrs. Evelyn Linn Allbritten
cokes.
The following members were form of sacrament ... many are (one of Mayor Ellis former
present: Martha Ails, Pauli syniting their own marriage teachers) introduced the speaker
who discussed several aspects of
Duncan, Frances Armstrong
the city government and the
Barbara Fleming, Beverly
means by which Murray remains
Herndon, Patricia Nesbitt, Sue
solvent and free of bonded inOverbey, Jerrie Parkin, Linda
Although still
debtedness..
Smothermon, Anita ..Thomas,
without a city payroll tax,
Sylvia Thomas, and Joann
Open House was held at the Murray will inevitably be forced
, Turner. Guests for the occasion
were Karen Bolls, Julia Cain, Pat offices of the South Central Bell to impose such a tax in order to
McClure, Phyllis McCuiston, and Telephone Company at 604 Olive obtain more revenues, Ellis said.
Street, Murray, on Tuesday, 'ine city owruis all its own
Melissa Overby.
October 26, in observance of utilities but earns only enough
Kentucky Telephone Pioneer from these to finance new exWeek.
pansionary endeavors. The
Dewey Yates, local manager, mayor concluded his remarks by
dressed in pioneer costume, expressing the belief that, by
welcomed the guests to the open most standards of criteria,
house. Mrs. Hazel Tutt who is Murray ranks high compared
A "Come As You Are" Break- retired from the telephone with other third class cities as
fast was held by the Home company, presided at the based on population figures.
Department of the Murray refreshment table. Cider and After the speaker's address,
Mrs. Inez Claxton, Murray
Woman's Club on Wednesday, cookies were served.
October 20, at nine-thirty o'clock The door prize was won by Branch president, conducted the
in the morning at the club house. Larry Bower, student at Murray business meeting. She announced that Mrs. Emily Wolfson
R.Q. Knight was the special State University.
Tuesday evening a family night has replaced Miss Pauline
guest chef for the occasion and
served a breakfast of ham, eggs, dinner was held at the Southside Campbell as treasurer of the
hot biscuits, and beverages to the Restaurant for the employees local branch.
group. He also gave special tips and their families. Dinner was Miss Jane Rainey asked the
served family style
members to consider supporting
on cooking.
Master of ceremonies was the National Cancer Research
The program leader for the
month, Mrs. N.P. Hutson, in- Dewey Yates, local manager. Agency and to contact Rep.
troduced, Mr. Knight and his Special entertainment was Frank A. Stubblefield urging him
wife, Emma, to the department. presented by J.B. Taylor, local to support the agency.
Mrs. A.C. LaFollette, depart- installing repairman,and his son, Welcomed at the meeting as
ment chairman, presided at the Ricky, and daughter, Renee, who new members were Mrs. Cecilia
business session. The group sang folk songs and played the Brock, Mrs. Jo Ann Harmon,
Mrs. Kay Poplin, and Mrs.
voted to make a donation to the guitar.
Honored guests were retired Martha White. Also welcome as
Murray Art Guild.
The devotion and thanks were employees, Mrs. Orville An- a guest was Mrs. Cecile Apgiven by Mrs. Max Burt derson of Murray, 011ie Brown of plegate.
preceding the breakfast which Almo Route One, and Mr. and Mrs. Claxton, Dr. Alice
was served from tables Mrs. Forrest Riddle of Mayfield.. Koenecke, and Miss Roberta
Whitnah, who attended the fall
beautifully decorated with fall
workshop at Bowling Green in
flowers.
September, commented on the
Hostesses for the breakfast
meetings.
Several problems
were Mrs. Owen Billington, Mrs.
common to all branches of the
Starkie Colson, Jr., Mrs. Albert
The public may be as- AAUW and IFUW (consisting of
Crider,and Mrs. C1Claude Miller.
sured that no young broil- tnembers from all continents)
e r ryer chicken in the were found to be Pollution
and
U. S. A. is fed estrogen hor- Women's Rights.
mones. Rumors to the conHostesses for the meeting were
trary are just that —r uDon't try to replace liqMrs. Alatararzo, Mrs. Eleanor
*rows,
home
the
advises
during
the
lost
Natioaal
uid
Kodman, and Mrs. Dolores
Smiler Council.
canning process. Lass of
Devine.
food
liquid does not cause
to spoil, though the food
above the liquid may darPlassa 11111-11111 or MANI s
Mrs.J. B.ilvelbess ...
ken. If you opened the jar
to add liquid after processing you would let in bacteria, according to USDA, and
you'd have to process it
WAL

Regardless of age, cordu,
,
tops on the men's
roy is,,
fashion scene in everything
from coats, slacks and suits
to knapsacks.
The fabric has been a favorite because it's rugged
and can be fashioned with
ease and also can be treated
for stormy weather.
It comes in wide wale as
•• •
well as the tiny pinwale
stripe and can be decorated
up and down — from school
wear, which usually takes a
beating, to a soft, velvety
sheen that adds a dressy
look to informal occasions.
Sport jackets are seen in
everything from variations
of the bush coat to a singlebreasted style with wide

vents at the side.
Then there are the corduroy vests — they come in
bright colors — that can be
worn casually or even to the
office or a cocktail party.
It's a fun way to add color to
your outfit.
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Alcoholism among federal employes will be treated as an
illness and sick leave granted
for treatment or rehabilitation,
the Civil Service Commission
has announced.
Federal employees' personnel folders will not mention
alcoholic problems unless the
worker fails to improve
performance.

FB/R THSJ
Lonnie Dale is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. Joe Henderson
of Dexter for their baby boy,
weighing six pounds 94/ ounces,
born on Tuesday, October 26, at
10:91 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have one daughter, Carla
Joe, age three, and another son,
Harry Lee, age seventeen
months. The father is an iron
worker for a construction firm at
Sea bree.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer L. Henderson of Palma
and Mr. and Mrs. Maxie Puckett
of Dexter. A great grandfather is
Sam D. Puckett of Denver,
Colorado.

Women of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church will meet at the
church at seven p.m.
Tuesday, November 2
The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Health Center at seven p.m. All
interested persons are invited.
Wednesday, November 3
Luncheon and general
business meeting of the ladies of
the Oaks Country Club will be
held at 12:15 p.m. For reservations call Linda Emerson or
Laura Parker by Tuesday
morning.

Fall Rush Party
Held By Sororiti
At The Ails Home

Murray Mayor Is
Speaker At AAUW
October Meeting

Telephone Pioneers
Hold Open House
& Family Dinner

prices all full'\
mill bolts
NO SECONDS

No Hormones

Safe canning

\Largest
Selection'
,of the most\
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savings of up to
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"Come As You Are
Breakfast Held By
Home Department
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Wildlife
Society
At MSU

Statewide
Fishing
Report
FRANKFORT, (UP!)—
Crappie fishing was listed as a
oest bet at Kentucky's lakes for
the weekend

By Jary W. Jargon
Just ask anyone around
Murray State University; what's
the most active organization on
campus. If they're sportsmen or
conservationist they'd say,"Why
the Wildlife Society of course"
and being an out-of-door type of
guy, you too would agree.

The State Department of Fish
eirld Wildlife Resources lake-bylake fishing report:
Barkley--Crappie at five to
eight feet in inlets and bays and
around fallen treetops; fair
Black Bass by casting and
trolling, below the dam, Catfish
and Crappie, main lake murky,
remainder clear and stable at 68.

The Wildlife Society is the
most active and fastest growing
club in this area. Just recently
they sponsored a fishing tourGREG MILLS AND Ready Lowe. at left, teamed up to take the first place in the Murray State nament for their members. They
Cumberland—Some limits of
Ualversity Wildlife Society's annual fall bass fishing contest held at Kentucky Lake last Sunday. have dealt with various projects
Crappie around submerged
Standing next to the two is Jim King, a commercial guide working out of Cypress Resort with his dealing with conservation and
Why, just last week the
brush, fair Black Bass by casting
biggest smallmouth. 3 Ibis. 8oz. Ted Shears and Bob Alsup, at right, took second prize for the largest Ecology.
membership installed predator
and trolling, some limits of Trout amber of fish and the most pounds. The two neeted seven bass.
guards on the wood-duck boxes
below dam,clear and stable at 71.
Photo Bs Jerry Allen
Kentucky Lake—White Bass
they had put up in L.B.L. last
best by casting and jump fishing,
year; and next week they have
fair Black Bass over stumpbeds
planned a field trip to Reelfoot
in the area near the Tennessee
lake.
With a treasury of happy
border, fair Crappie and Catfish
Boats that have been moored kitchen scouring pad made of
Wildlife Society president,
below dam, murky- and stable at memories of a long and enjoyable all summer in some bodies of plastic is one effective tool for Jerry W. Allen, points out that
boating
se_asoo
tucked
safely fresh water are apt to have their scraping off slime while still not the Wildlife Society is not just a
65.
Barren—Crappie good amend my in their beads,4bousands of bottoms covered with slime. It's marring the boat's bottom.
sportsman club, but a club for
stickups, good catches of Black boat owners are now hauling wrong to do nothing about it and Some boatyards have high conservationists, professional
their
boats
out
for
the
winter. At just let this coating dry on the pressure water jet devices that biologists, rod and gun enBass off deep banks by casting
deep runners, clear and falling at this time, certain problems bottom. When this happens it do a quick and easy job of thusiasts, anglers, naturalists, or
routusay show up. Often relative turns into a dry, tough coating blasting off marine
68
growths. If any person interested in the outnesmucners to the sport don't that can be extremely tedious to
you're aware that your boat's of-doors. Jerry says, "The
Herrington—Black Bass fair by know how to cope with
than, so remove with elbow grease later bottom is heavily coated, ask primary object of the Wildlife
casting shallow runners, good
are some pointers from the on.
around and find a yard that has Society is to acquaint the inBluegill by drift fishing off deep boating experts
at Mercury
It's better to take time to scrub one of these machines. Have dividual with the out-of-doors so
banks, clear and stable at 69.
it off while still wet and soft. A them hoist your boat out and that he may recognize his inNolin—Black Bass fair in lower
clean its
bottom
before dividual responsibility in the
section, scattered catches of
depositing it on your trailer. The wise
proper
use
and
Crappie, some limits of Trout
cost is modest and much tedious management of our natural
below the dam, clear and falling
scrubbing is avoided.
resources." This club may be
at ire
If the bilge of your boat con- unusual because it has both
tains a season's collection of dirt, professional and sportsmen as
Rough River Lake—Fishing
By JACK WOLISTON
proses to be dangerousls debris and oily scum, buy a members, but as every wildlife
generally slow but with some
NEW YORK (UPI)
If
container of bilge cleaning
•
manager knows, hunting and
Crappie and Black Bass you're thinking of buying a unsound.
Qualified inspectors are us- solution from a good marine fishing are useful tools in wildlife
throughout lake, clear and falling boat, now is the best. time, the
experts say, even if you can't ually members of the National dealer. Several prominent management, if used wisely.
at 66.
get out on the water with it Association of Marine Survey- marine paint and chemical firms
ors, Inc., and will charge from make this type of product. Mixed
Buckhorn—Black FLAs good until next spring.
Another goal of the Wildlife
with some limits over weedbeds
First, a lot of dealers are 82.50 to $3.50 a foot(measur- with bilge water and allowed to Society is to acquaint the sportand in channel areas, fair anxious to unload their present ed by deck length) for boat slosh around in the bilge during smen and the professionals, this
Crappie, Trout below darn fair, stock to get reacr for the 1972 inspection. Most boatyards can the last few outings of the season, we believe will abide wildlife
upper areas murky, remainder models. So anxious, that they put you in touch with an these cleaners will make easy management. We believe that if
clear and falling at 66.
offer sizeable discounts and Inspector.
work of cleaning mut and the sportsman knows why there
If you are buying it powered
Dewey—Crappie air at six to many throw in free yard boat, remember the engine, sweetening up a dirty bilge area. are seasons, and a little about
,
Once hauled out,
drain the wildlife management then a
eight feet, upper one-half murky, storage for the winter.
Second, a lot of this year's whether inboard or outboard, bilgewater and hose out the area. harmonious attitude will result
remainder clear and falling at 66.
first-time boaters have decided is subject to most of the ills
sportsmen
and
At the dock upon concluding the between
that might be found in a used
Green River Lake—Bas fair to that the sport is not for them. car engine,
last run of the season, disconnect profession's.
plus
a
few
special
good in upper sections by casting They -want out and most- ar.e problems such as in the cooling the fuel line and let your outboard
Jerry went on to say "Recently
and trolling, scattered catches of willing to let their craft go for and ignition systems. Propeller rim on until it drains the carin June of 1971 the Wildlife
Crappie, clear and stable at 66. a lot less now than they will in alai shaft machinery also buretor and stops itself . At home,
Society became a chapter of the
the spring when the demand
should be closely inspected. A drain the fuel tank. These steps National Wildlife Society and it is
Dale Hollow—Fishing will be greater.
avoid gum from evaporated fuel.
generally slow with scattered
Industry sources estimate trusted and experienced engine
the only chapter in .Kentucky and
It's okay to use left-over outboard one
catches of Crappie and Black that generally prices are 10 to mechanic is a big help here.
of 61 chapters in the United
Above
all, make arrange- fuel in your car; not enough oil in States and other countries."
20 per cent lower in the fall
Bass, clear and falling at 70.
than in the spring when first- ments to sail the boat yourself it to cause any problems. Drain
The Wildlife Society also
Fishtrap—Fau- Bluegill and time buyers swarm
into the before closing the deal. You an outboard or stern drive lower
spotty catches of Black Bass, market.
may find that the "feel" of the unit's lubricant and watch for promotes conservation through
murky and stable at 60.
One thing to remember: boat under actual operating traces of water. If you see some the guest speakers and films
when you find that boat of conditions is not exactly what attention now by your dealer's they make available to interested
Grayson—Black Bass by your
•
dreams. especially a used you desire.
mechanic will save costly conservation groups, Recently
trolling and fair Crappie over one, and
If you buy a new boat, you
you decide the price
damage during the they presented a short talk and a
corrosion
weedbeds, clear and stable at 67. is right, don't rush
can figure that it will depreciinto it too
period.
For the same film to a local boy scout troop and
storage
fast. There are a lot of things ate in value 15 to 25 per cent reason, relubricate trailer wheel they have talked to other clubs on
the first year, 10 per cent more
to consider.
bearings now and not next spring. campus and throughout the
Smokey Says:
Among them: Is the boat the second year. and about 5
surrounding area
per
cent
the third year, after
suitable for what you have in
The meetings are brought to
Tennessee
Mind - fishing, cruising, skiing, which the.resale value will stay
pretty much the same if the
order on alternate Wednesdays in
its it suitable for the type of
te.enng
Room 228 of the M.S.U. Science
water you expect to sail - boat is properly maintained.
One marine P-.1L pert su ests
Building at 7 p.m. The
or
ufLthaE YOU talk to
iniand--Wale-nkaYpersons w o
Ter
—ni.
meeting will be held Nov. 10th.
shore where things sometim.es.
own boats identical to the one - Nearly 1.5 million more Meetings
are usually highlighted
get pretty rough: is it capable
you plan to buy. Ask about people used 'fennessee's 21
with a film, or guest speakers
of carrying at proper speed
that model's capabilities, its state parks in fiscal 1970-71
that relate to ecology, wildlife
with absolute safety the num- 1
limitations, cost of upkeep, than in the preceding year.
her of passengers who will be etc.
management or the fisheries
Conservation Commissioner
sailing with you?
professions.
Jenkins
Always
Bill
reports.
remember that buy.
Any used boat in which you ,
1.._
mg theboat
is only the initial
are interested should be hauled
Jerry says, "There will come a
before you buy for a complete cost. Take into consideration
The department reported time when every hunter,
the various expenses involved that
inspection - and not by you
9,167,481 persons visited fisherman, naturalist, camera
owning it - dockage or and used
nor the seller, but by an in
the parks' diversified bug, or anyone who loves the outmooring fees, winter
moray
expert,
-facilities Ui the year ended
of-doors will have to stand up and
annual bottom painting June 30,
A small fortune in big fees,
compared with
A
1._
ran pre•ent
counted", and he feels that
and
other
maintenance,
insurrepairs can be lost, or even the
7,983,094 in the corresponding be
.eid Ii re.
behind the Wildlife Society is a
whole investment if the boat ance among'them.
Period of fiscal 1969-70,
great place to stand
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—Perhaps, the most rugged
hunting in Kentucky is offered by the ruffed grouse
whose numbers are greatest in a tier of 33 Eastern
Kentucky counties. Those rough mountains contribute much to the difficulties of grouse hunting but
the hardiness of this mountain, woods bird poses
more problems than the terrain.

A day searching out grouse is a dkji well spent for
the person who is in fair physical condition, but who
needs rough exercise to take off a few pounds.
To follow the pathway of the grouse is to ask for
the ultimate in Kentucky hunting.
The grouse, a wily bird that seeps to anticipate
the hunter and his dog's every move, prefers secondgrowth timber stands in high altitudes.
The roughest areas, those furnishing food and
cover, are his home. If the food is available on a
plateau halfway up a mountain, that's where he'll
be. If abandoned cropland tracts have produced
some berries and succulent buds, he'll be in the
valleys, and if acorns and beechnuts are to be found
high on the mountaintop then that's where the
hunter is apt to encounter the grouse.
Seeking out the grouse is only half of the contest.
Bagging him is something else again. On given days
he'll sit tight when hunter and dog appear and will be
most difficult to flush. On other days he'll "come
up" far ahead of the dogs and flail away for 100 to 200
yards before sitting down again. He'll invariably
put a tree between. himself and the hunter and if a
man is to bag his quarry he must be sharp of eye and
quick on the trigger.
Harvested, the grouse offers delicious meat, near
the top of a gourmet's list of fine foods.
All in all, the grouse is a majestic bird, admired by
all hunters.
Yet this bird once was extensively known as the
foolhen, and therein lies a number of stories, none of
which may be proved from a scientific standpoint
but which offers some interesting speculatio
n.
The foolhen cognomen was brought about because
this bird, at certain times of the year, would dare fly
right through a window pane and into the living
room of a home. He'd be so drowsy on other occasions that a tobacco stick would enable a hunter to
knock off a mess of the tasty birds without even
firing a shot. For this reason and others the ruffed
grouse was known as the foolhen.
One feasible reason given by some laymen of these
curious actions which seems to hold water is that the
grouse is fond of wild grapes. In the fall, they
literally feast on these delicacies. This is the time of
year when people also gather grapes and from them
make wine. Grouse do the same thing. In some
manner the devoured grapes ferment in their
stomachs and the foolhen image is created because
the grouse is actually "drunk" or at least
"drinking."
The season for grouse hunting opens Nov. 18 and
continues through Feb 28. The daily limit is four
t seldom attained) and eight in possession after two
or more days of hunting

Hazel Highway
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Frankfort, Ky.—A period of 1.
days, the first 17 of November.
has been declared a time of no
hunting for either protected or
unprotected wildlife, with twu
exceptions, Arnold Mitchell.
commissioner of the Department
of Fish and Wildlife Resources
reminded today.
The exceptions-the five da>
gun deer season which opens
November 13 and extends
through November 17, and the
first three days of the statewide
goose hunting season
which
opens November 15. During these
designated periods deer and
geese may be hunted in their
respective seasons, Mitchell
pointed out, but no other wildlife
may be hunted.
Reason for this, Mitchell said,
is to help conservation officers to
eliminate the pre-season rabbit,
quail, squirrel and grouse hunting These legal seasons all open
on the third Thursday in
November which is the litth this
year The no hunting ban is a
continuation of a policy set up
several years ago By outlawing
hunting for all species except
those designated, the law enforcement officer has a good case
when a person is apprehended in
the fields or on the streams with a
hunting rifle or shotgun in his
possession. Prior to the invoking
of this regulation, illegal hunters
had posed as crow or groundhog
hunters in the few days before the
legal season opening arid unless
they actually had game in their
possession, they could make their
pleas stick in the courts. This
eliminates the loophole, Mitchell
said, in alerting hunters to sta!,
out of the fields on the first IT
days of November

HUARD ORR
DIST. CO.

The League of Kentucky
sportsmen has announced it is
seeking a joint meeting with
federal and state agencies to
discuss a proposed road which is
to bisect the Pioneer Weapons
hunting Area.
Purpose of the meeting, according to LKS President Edgar
Paul, Louisville, is to sift and
clarify information concerning
construction of the controversial
vehicular highway through the
roadless tract in the Daniel
Boone National Forest.
The League is requesting
representation at the meeting by
the U.S. Forest Service, the US.
Corps of Engineers and the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources.
The Eighth District Federation
of Kentucky Sportsmen, resident
regional affiliate of the LKS, has
announced its opposition to the
road.
The corridor is being surveyed
by the U.S. Bureau of Public
Roads and is designed as a twolane vehicular highway access
into a recreational area to be
planned on Cave Run Reservoir.
At present there are no vehicular
roads in the 7300 acre Pioneer
Weapons Hunting Area, located
in Bath and Menifee counties.
The road is to be constructed 1:3.
the Forest Service and Corps of
Engineers beginning next July
Wildlife management in the area
is by the state fish and wildlife'
department
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unting
d Is
ared
(Editor's Note: This is the last picture or story on them.
In a series of articles on telephone However, we would like to salute
these two also. Mrs. Jessie P.
pioneers
Crago has retired from the
In observance of Telephone commercial department and Mr.
Pioneer Day, telephone people Willie Cunningham has retired
with over 21 years service) we from the plant department. Both
have been printing human in- were good and faithful workers
terest stories of South Central and we know their many friends
Bell's Life Pioneers telephone join with us in wishing them
people who have retired). Mrs. "Happy Retirement" on this
Odell Vance, coordinator of the week set aside to honor them.
Murray activities, tell us they
New York's conservation law
have two other retired em- prohibits the discharge of a
ployees, who were out of town firearm within 500 feet of 4
and she was unable to get a house or farm building actually
—
in use.
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KATH
R I LS, Rockport, has been selected Sweetheart by
the Scabbard and Blade Society at Murray State University. Miss
Curtis is a junior at MSU nutjoring in elementary education and
English. Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James E. Curtis, she is a
member of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

We salute Gene for his outstanding
service during themonth 'of September: Life
and Casualty is proud to have him as an
agent. We think you would be. too.

ACROSS

1 Soft food
4 Two times
9 Vehicle
12 ikstate (abbr.)
13 Solemn vows
14 Mohammedan
name
15 Vegetable
17 with the hand
on the hip
19 Skill
20 Squander
21 Lessen
23 Greek letter
24 Muiscal
instruments
27 Before
28 Shallow
vessels
30 Comb form:
to breathe
31 Conjunction
32 Abrupt change
of course
34 Initials of
26th President
35 Eskers
37 Man's
nickname
38 Fondle .
39 Measuring
device
41 Football
posmon (abbr.)
42 Planet
43 Calls
45 Vast age
46 Comely
48 Crotchety
persons
(colloq.)
51 Electrified
particle
52 Mistake
54 Lamprey
55 Footlike part
56 Europeans
57 Period af
time

4
5
6
7

11

Civil injury
Manner
Pronoun
Fellow
(colloq
Ridge of
sandy drift
City in
New Jersey
Priest's
vestment
Spanish for

16
18
20
21
22
23
25
26
28
29
32
33
36

Before
Awkward
Warblers
Broom
Got up
38
Sharp pain
Hinder
Classifies
40
Parent (colloq.) 42
Dispatched
44
Handle
Compass point
European capital

8
9
10

0000 UM00 000
0300 MOM° 02M
0000MB 00 0MM
0000 MMOOM
00MOMOMO MO
00000 000 820
MO 080 00M ME4
OMM 008 MONO
00 00000000
00000 0000
ONO OM 00000B
MB 0000 upon
moo ammo MOM
Criticized
severely
(colloq.)
Ceremonies
Extinct
flightless bird
Ancient
musical
instrument

Is mistaken
Fruit seed
Fish eggs
Male swan
New Zealand
parrot
Crafty '
Railroad (abbr.)

DEAR ABBY: I am married to the kind of man who
can never be faithful to just one woman. I have left him
several times because of this, but I always took him back
because of the children. Tell me, Abby, is a woman a fool
to stay married to a man for the sake of her children?
MEADOWDALE MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: A man's faithfulness for the absence
of itl is only a part of his total behavior. What kind of man
Is he otherwise? What kind of husband is he? What kind of
father has he been? Has he been discreet? Do the children
love and respect him? How much have his extra curricular
affairs affected your family life? Many a woman has
stayed married to a man for the sake of her children when
she should have left him for the same reason.
DEAR ABBY: I love to cook, and my specialty is Hawaiian chicken. Last night we had company for dinner
and everyone raved about my chicken, whereupon my husband launched into an assault on my mother's cooking. He
stressed the point that, altho my mother was a "farm
girl," she never learned how to cook a chicken. Then he
described with much exaggeration and ridicule the way my
mother's chicken came out.
I was terribly hurt and embarrassed."I'll admit my
mother was not a very good cook, but she tried. Besides,
HIS mother was no better, but I wouldn't dream of ridiculing her cooking,
Later I let my husband know how I felt, and he said he
thought it was "funny." Is there something wrong with my
sense of humor? I don't like people laughing at my mother.
PUZZLED IN VERMONT
I'd like your opinion.
DEAR PUZZLED: Some people don't care whom they
ridicule as long as they get a laugh. Your husband sounds
like that kind of person. You let him know you didn't like it.
Good for you! In the future I think he'll be more careful.
DEAR ABBY. I am married to a wonderful man We

have four children. The oidest is nine and the baby is two.
My husband is in Korea in the service.
When he's home, he is the most loving and understanding man around, but when he's away, he never writes.
I have had only two letters from him in six weeks. I
write to him every single night. I tell him about the children and myself and send him newspaper clippings, and I
really try to make my letters newsy and cheerful. And I
always tell him how much I love him and miss him.
I got in touch with the Red Cross to see if he was all
right. That's how worried I was about him.
I have decided to quit writing to him until I hear from
him, and see how he likes it. I love him very much, and
deep down Llmow he loves me. So what should I do?
LONELY WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Keep writing to him. ills possible that
be has been writing, but you're not getting his letters.
DEAR ABBY: How are you? Nobody ever asks you
how YOU are, they just start right in by telling you their
troubles.
I was taught that when one writes a letter of a personal
nature, it is only common courtesy to inquire about the
health of the person to whom he is writing, and to omit this
small formality is extremely rude.
So I would like to make Up for all who have failed you
In this regard and ask, how are you, Abby?
RESPECTFUL IN MENDOCINO
DEAR RESPECTFUL: I'm just great. And grateful,
thank you.
mist
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 69700. Los Angeles, Cal.
s0069 For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
env elope.
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GOOD NEWS

Nonspace
'spinoffs'
cited
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
Federal space agency officials often point to what they
call scientific space-related research "spinoffs" which hetp
; mankind in one way or another.
: But not all the "spinoffs"
; evolve from space programs.
; Many aerospace companies
t are beginning to use their tech,
nical know-how to tarn out such
earthly items as computers
which serve as crime-busters,- -1
• nuclear devices with medical
/
and industrial applications and
• new methods of quickly detectMg water pollution.
:

able, lightweight X-ray unit
powered by nuclear energy
isotopes) instead of electricity.' It can be used by doctors, dentists and veterinarians
in field hospitals, in underdeveloped regions or in disaster
situations where there is no
electrical power.

SATURDAY—OCTOBER 30, 1971
black, white, blue collar, white
ABA STUDIES NOMINEES
collar and so forth.
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Routine In the Extreme
judiciary committee of the
It has some amusing perforAmerican Bar Association will
mers and occasional moments
meet this weekend to interview
of decent comedy, but by and
and discuss the qualifications of
large—despite
the
gracious
Lewis F. Powell Jr. and
hosting of Kelly and a guest
William H. Rehnquist, Preshost
Jack
Benny—it
like
is
By RICK DultROW
ident
Nixon's two Supreme
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI)
— routine in the extreme. It would Court nominees.
seem
that
a
network
if
wants
to
Among the curiosities of the
new television season is NBC- stand by a certain cause in An ABA source indicated the
TV's all-out devotion to its new programming, it would have committee probably would vote
one-hour comedy-variety series much more prestigious and on the two men Monday and
"The Funny Side," for which worthwhile choices to choose then transmit its report directly
from. Even many NBC-TV
Gene Kelly is the chief host.
to Sen. James 0. Eastland, DThe show is getting killed in executives are mystified at the Miss., chairman of the Senate
network's
dedication
to
"The Judiciary Committee
Ube ratings on Tuesday nights
which will
by ABC-TV's "Marcus Welby, Funny Side."
begin hearings on the nominees
It strikes me that if a
M.D." and "Movie of the
next week.
Week," and CBS-TV's "Can- network wants to be identified
non," a new entry with Bill with principle in keeping a
Conrad as a fat, middle-aged certain show on the air, it
would surely get more out of its
private eye.
Nonetheless, some NBC-TV move by selecting a program
executives seem to have made that is some kind of break"The Funny Side" into a through in broadcasting, somepersonal cause, and have let it thing that takes real guts to put
be known far and wide that on and keep on. Then if you go
they are going to stand by it as down with it, at least you are
going down with a certain
long as is humanly possible.
honor above and beyond the
May Be Successful
For all I know, their decision call of programming at the
may turn out to be a successful network level.
move in the long run so far as "The Funny Side," though,
the ratings are concerned. isn't being talked about by
NBC-TV, to its credit, has a anybody I know except the
good reputation for sticking by people at NBC-TV. An hour
shows it thinks has potential so special about why the network
they at least have a chance to is sticking by it would
develop. ABC-TV, on the other undoubtedly be more worthhand, drops series almost as while as television than any
given broadcast of the series
fast as they are made.
However, in the case of "The itself.
Funny Side," it is difficult to
comprehend just exactly what Sudden birth
CHICAGO (UPI) - Babies
NBC-TV is standing by. Outside
of the fact that variety shows born suddenly at home usually ,
have normal and easy birth, Dr.
are very scarce
on the
networks these days, "'The J.P. Greenhill says in his new
book, "The Miracle of Life"
Funny Side" has very little of
Dr. Greenhill, senior attend
value or originality going for it,.
and its horizons seem highly trig obstetrician and Rioecologist at Michael Reese Hospital
limited.
In case you haven't heard, and Medical Center, says usualthis is a series that tries to ly the baby will start crying
immediately, a good sign. It
poke fun at various aspects of
means the infant is breathing
contemporary American life
on his own. At that stage it is
through the use of five couples
okay to leave the baby and
who represent different life
mother connected by umbilical
styles—young, old, middle-aged, cord until the doctor
arrives.

Funny Side
Has Support
Of Executives

Industry can use the unit to
test parts and systems, and
commercial or military vessels
can carry it when space is at a
premium.
The 45-pound, self-contained
unit fits into a suitcase-size
container and can be assembled in a few minutes.
It was developed by D. R.
Russell and S. C. Crosby as
part of a General Dynamics research program in biophysics.

Another aerospace firm.
North American Rockwell, bat
come up with a rapid way to detect and identify organic pollution in rivers and streams. The
method, which requires only 15
to 30 minutes to achieve its PRESENTS BIBLE—Ray Waugh, pictured
center,
began at 11 p.m. Friday and continued through
mission, can be especially val- and Sam Boyd Neely, Mayfield attorney, are
until 5:45 p.m. Saturday. The marathon continued
- TRW, Inc.'
r of Redondo uable to industry in solving its shown here presenting the Bible used at the Bible
for 18 hours and forty-five minutes, and
Beach, Calif., Which makes spy water pollution problems at a , Reading Marathon this weekend to Graves County
was
Sponsored by Graves County Youth. Neely read
satellites among other things, time when the government is Judge Dick Castleman. Wfugh and Don Simmons
the last chapter in the New Testament reading.
has teamed up with She city of demanding a cleanup of indus- were the coordinators of the marathon which
Gttndale, a Los .,Angeles trial water.
suburb, to haibss
il
the comThe automated system uses a
nght velocity they could escape
puter as an electronic cop-on- computer and everyday
the moon's gravity and become
.
the-beat.
Mathematics to analyze gases
entrapped in earth's gravitafrom superheated water and
tional field," Muenow said.
The old-time beat-walking thus determine their polluOther theories Muenow plans
policeman used to know every- tants. Peter R. Newton, ento explore are whether tektites
body in the neighborhood he vironmental specialist at North
came from asteroid showers or
patrolled, and his background American's Rocketdyne DiviBy RUTH YOUNGBLOOD comets, but he said considering
on the activities of his "parish- sion, Canoga Park, Calif., says
HONOLULU (UPI) — Small their properties, "They must
itiners" often was amazing.
the new method often will save
glassy rocks, valued as reli- have been formed somewhere
By JANE SHOEIKAKER
Now a computer is to be used costly days of analysis required
gious objects, money and in outer space and become
HARRISBURG, Pa. ( UPI)—
to "memorize- most of the in- by earlier systems.
jewelry among ancient cultures, trapped in earth's atmosphere."
Teachers
in
rural
Pennsylvania may help modern
formation the Glendale Police
*
*
*
scientists Tektites, from the Greek
are returning to college classDepartment needs to enforce..
spotlight some dramatic events word "tektos" meaning melted,
rooms by the hundreds without
the law. What the cop of an
Critics of government often ever leaving their home in the history of the earth.
are spherical and ellipsoidal in
earlier generation kept in his
Dr. David W. Muenow, a shape and weigh from two to 10
claim
officials have no imagi- communities.
head will be stored in computer
University bf Hawaii chemist, grams. "They are harder than
memory banks, available at nation and consequently come
Their classroOm is a 40-foot
is trying to track down the any other natural glass found
the flick of a button or switch. up with darned few ways to mobile van which expands from
origin of tektites, small bodies on earth," Muenow said. "They
save the taxpayers' money. If
eight-feet to 17 feet wide when
this is true, Postmaster Genof silicate glass "that May be have a lower water content and
parked. The teacher is an IBM
The police have an obliga- eral William M. Blount
as old as the solar system."
is a
their shape indicates extreme
tion to develop actions which rarity.
500 computer, designed exTektites
baffle
scientists. melting, probably indicating
best utilize its resources," says
pressly for instruction.
Muenow said about 60 per cent their path of entry into earth's
Glendale Police Chief Duane R.
Pennsylvania State University
When,he heard that the Delta
Baker. "The effectiveness of Queen, one of the last of the brought the computerized cour- of the chemists and geophysi- atmosphere."
any law enforcement is related Mississippi paddle-wheel river- ses in remedial education to cists who study them believe
directly to the quality of infor- boats, was about to be retired, more than 800 teachers—mos they came from somewhere in
t space and the rest think
mation, acquired. maintained Blount had an idea.
they
f them in poverty areas—
were formed on Earth, but no
and used. So we're taking adduring the past year.
He hired on the Delta Queen
one has been able to present
vantage of advanced computer
The
computer
teaches sufficient data to prove
technology to store, organize to haul mall up and down the
their
through
recorded
tapes,
pic- origin.
and retrieve information Micsis.sippi and Ohio rivers, betures
and charts flashed on an
needed to run the department tween Cincinnati and New OrMuenow, who is convinced
image projector, and through
leans.
in the most efficient way."
that tektites are of extraterretyped statements which appear
strial origin, said determining
Not only that, but red-whiteAt Fort Worth, Tex., General and-blue motorcycles are used on a television-like screen.
how they came to Earth "would
Teachers Can Respond
Dynamics' Convair Aerospace to carry the mail from
be an important development in
the
The students, nearly' all
Division has developed a port- docks to the post offices.
understanding the history of
teachers, school nurses, admiour planet."
nistrators or guidance counseNo Witnesses
********************** lors,
can respond either by "No one
has ever witnessed
44
On Hwy 121
typing
answers which appear tektites falling to Earth,"
Phone
:
on the television screen or by
4+
Muenow said, "so there are no
(Mayfield Hwy.
$753 5 787 touching a specified area of the recorded
falls, such as there
screen with a light-sensitive are with meteorites."
it.
1 pen.
Muenow is particularly interFor a rural elementary ested in comparing lunar rocks
school teacher accustomed to brought back by the Apollo
controlling her own classroom, astronauts with tektites to
the idea of answering to a maze determine if they could have
of terminals, connectors and come from the moon.
wires can be disconcerting. One "Tektites are extremely old,"
teacher recently became so Muenow said. -They go back
exasperated when the computer 100 million years and some
Folded or
would not listen to her she may have been formed 4.5
on Hangen
began slamming the keyboard billion years ago, at the same
to make it pay attention.
time as the solar system."
"Teachers are a little nervous Muenow, who had
been
at first about the computer studying moon rocks at Rice
8 to
system," Dr. Keith Hall University in Houston before
Mon. 4. supervisor of the program's joining the University of Hawaii
for
technical aspects,said,"but once faculty, said that the oldest
thru Sat
they have taken some course moon rocks also dated back to
$1.
00
material, they all are en- "about the time when the Earth
4+
to 5
thusiastic."
* Red Maple
and all the planets were
Sunday * Teachers enrolled in the formed.- He plans to do the
All week special]
course pay a nominal $10 fee comparative work with tektites
* Sugar Maple
4+
then sign up for computer time using samples brought back
—either day or evening—at from Apollo 12.
* Green Ash
their convenience. Each class is Since there is "rather contaught through a socratic vincing theoretical
evidence
* Pin Oak
question and answer dialogue. suggesting that tektites
are
Many Prefer Computer
produced during a high-temper*Willow Oak
Because of the immediate ature fusion event caused
by
feedback, many teachers have asteroid impact," Muenow
said
said they prefer the computer it will be interesting
to
to a live professor.
compare samples from the
"The author's personality moon "where impact of
foreign
6 to 8 Tall
$800 ea
does come through the pro- bodies is quite possible "
gram," Hall explained. "The
One Theory
students, after a while, feel "If an asteroid or a
meteor
conversing
they
are
with hit the moon at high velocity, it
4+
bale
41 another person and not with a could
kick off other small
computer."
particles, and if these were, the
TROUSERS
14.
Upon completion
of the
Learning
by
playing
SPORT COATS
course, the
teachers
are
LOS ANGELES (('P1)
expected to be able to know
PLAIN SKIRTS
Marketplace game has been
High In Nitrogen
and identify the symptions of
developed for high school and
SWEATERS
handicapped children, screen college
use by the Security
all children in regular class- Pacific National
All work long on the premises and the
Hank, IA*
room programs for deviations, Angeles, and distributed by
the
quality
of our work is always guaranteed
evaluate each child's strength Joint Council on Economic
and weaknesses as related to Education in cooperation with
to your satisfaction.
abilities, and, If the American Bankers Ammocialearning
necessary, refer children with tion.
4+
Marketplace has been tested
:erious problems to the proper
4
+
ft
in classrooms and teacher
-ehabilitation programs
$295 And $3
9 ea. *
'
workshops throughout the nation. Statewide incorporation of
KILLS
FIVE
BLAST
(Dwarf and Regular)
SAPPORO, Japan (UPI) —An the game into the high school
- Dark Red • Bright Red
explosion ripped through a coal economics curricula is under
'
Pink
White fl mine today, killing five work- consideration in California. In
"e•w"Clieez=s
,
Oe'beC",...
,
birCioeb
the game, teams of students
men.
play the roles of households
The mine had been closed and
businesses
manufac-'
two days ago because of low
turers, retailers pr hanks. Ifw
workers
production,
and
were
4
game coats S7? and
sealing the pit entrance when periods of 50 minutestakes 12
et-4each to
the explosion occurred
, mplete.

Van Brings
Classroom
To Student

'Small Rocks
May Unravel
Earth History

He's No
Ghost,
He'll Be At
His Post
Vote
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Election
Day
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Mini-Labs
Planned,
Late '70s

200 Manufacturers
Use TVA Technology

MUSCLE
SHOALS, materials and improve quality ot
ALABAMA—Two
hundred the final fertilizer.
commercial
fertilizer More than 6,600 tons of a newer
By AL ROSSITER Jr.
manufacturers and distributors and higher analysis solution 12UPI Space Writer
in 44 states and Puerto Rico tried 44-0) was distributed to 18
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— one or more experimental
fer- companies in 12 states in the year
The space agency hopes to tilizers
produced during the past ended June 30, 1971, its third year
build mini-labs to give scien- year
at TVA's National Fertilizer of introduction.
tists a place to work in orbit in Development
Center. More than 16,000 tons of
the late 1970's and early 1980's
suspension-type fluids (12-40-0
until a full-scale, permanent "This is the payoff of science— and the newer 13-41-0) were used
space station can be developed. getting new technology into use," by firms across the Nation.
The small laboratories, each Dr. L.B. Nelson, TVA Manager of The dry fertilizer used in
called a RAM, for research and Agricultural and Chemical Largest tonnages was ammonium
application module, would be Development, said.
polyphosphate 15-62-0), with
Our scientists and engineers nearly 51,000 tons distributed.
carried to and from orbit Inside
the cargo bay of the proposed are continually working tc Most was used by manufacturers
space shuttle orbital transport. develop new fertilitzer products to make fluid fertilizers.
As now planned, most of the and better ways of making them.
About 90,000 tons of a half dozen
RAMs would remain attached But it is equally important that other dry fertilizer, grades, some
to the shuttle in orbit to give industry firms be able to buy containing
essential
several scientists and engineers limited quantities so they can micronutrients, was used in
an opportunity to perform evaluate a new product's industry and farm demonexperiments for six or seven potential under practical con- strations.
ditions."
Total distribution of ex-days in space.
Fertilizer materials from the perimental fertilizers made at
Individual Use'tanned
Center also were used in more the Center was 247,100 tons,
An individual scientist could than 1,100 whole-farm demoncompared with 249,758 tons the
carry his own experimental strations in 26 states under
previous year.
gear to the shuttle, install it in supervision of local county
a RAM, fly in space with it anti agricultural agents. Hundreds of High view
KUAI.A LUMPUR (UPI) —
perform his research. After his plot demonstrations in these and
return to earth, the researcher other states also were used to test Malaysia is installing bubble car
and chairlift facilities in the
would leave the shuttle port and introduce new fertilizers.
with his scientific equipment "Fertiliw-r development begins heart of Kuala Lumpur, its
capital city.
and data in hand.
in labs, greenhouses, and pilot
The cable car system is part
plants," Nelson said. But the of a complex on a jungled hill
Another type of RAM would job isn't done until industry to serve tourists who want
to
be a more complex, automated produces the Unproved product see Nlalaysian flora and fauna.
satellite that would be launched and makes it generally available The hill complex will include
from the shuttle and serviced to farmers. Material produced in an
aviary and an orchid
.-very three or four months by demonstration plants is a key to garden.
technicians operating from a achieving adoption of new fer- HOLLOWEERMIn
gir
shuttle craft. Such a man- tilizers by both farmers and
LANSING, Mich."(UPI) —
tended free-flying RAM might industry."
Hallowe'en sadists who hand
be a large astronomical obser- Materials for making fluid out candy and apples containing
vatory that would stay in orbit mixtures were in greatest pins and razor blades face a
for a year before being demand during the 1971 fiscal heavy prison sentence under a
riturned to earth for overhaul. year. Largest individual total bill sent to Gov. William 1;
The RAMs would be sized to was 76,090 tons of solution (11-37- Milliken Thursday.
fit in the cargo bay of the 0) fertilizer. Manufacturers
The bill, which passed the
space shuttle and would be 14 typically use this superior house in April, was approved on
feet in diameter and up to 58 product to
lower cast a 29-0 vote in the senate
feet long. Each module would
weigh no more than 32,000
pounds.

Nagging wife slain

WASHINGTON UPI
Thc Health Education and
Welfare Department 'HEW ,. government's second
largest employer., has announced a ‘kould call a halt
to smoke-filled conference rooms and would segregate smokers in its cafeterias
The announcement was made t* pipe- and cigar.
smoking HEW secretary Elliot I. Richardson in a
letter to John F Banzhaf III head oi an anti-smoking organization.
"I am anxious that this department protect its
non-smoking employes trom this hazard.. Richardson wrote.

Mistake, says husband ---hired man to scare her
PHILADELPHIA (UPI). Blanche
Buehler wanted to stay. in her $30,000
ranch home and refurbish it with new
furniture. appliances, carpeting.
Joseph Buchler. 55, her husband
who makes $168-a-week selling tropical
Jish wanted to move to a iheaper
neighborhood and live in an apartment.
lie decided, _police said, to hire a
man to frighten his wife by tiring a gun
at her. This, he believed. would make
her think their neighborhood was unsafe. and she would gladly move to less
posh accommodations.

L

and offered the man $300 or ¶400_
whatever he could raise to frighten
Mrs. Buehler into moving.
The idea was to have the 111:01, Mark
Truesdale, 21. surprise Mrs. Buchler
while she walked her dog and fire semeral shots into the air.
Blanche Buehler was shot and killed
Wednesday night on the doorstep of the
home she wouldn't leave.

IItit 1tlitill,I ii 1ii1U11111111111111iil

BUCHLER .VNRAVELED the mystery to police - Saturday. lie said his
wife went out that night to order a cake
for their daughter. Linda, who celebrated her sixth birthday Saturday.
When they got home. he said. the
telephone rang and Truesdale told lam
"tonight's the night."
Mrs. Buehler went out to walk her
dog. The next time Buehler saw her she
lay dead on the doorstep.
Both men were arrested and
charged with murder.

INSTEAD, police said, the man shot
Blanche dead.
Authorities said. that Budder
hatched the scheme when his arguments with Blanche over where they
would live turned into .what he told
police was irritating nagging.
Buehler had become friendly with
a customer of the tropical fish store,

arniummimmininuommigro, or:411111k.
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Call Emberton Headquarters
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Paid Political Advertisement

These Prices Good Sunday Only,
October 31st

NO EXTRA
CHARGE

SHOP EARLY FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
HUNTING Montclair Electric Montclair 3-SPEED

CAN OPENER

OUTFIT

MIXER

WITH BOTTLE OPENER ATTACHMENT

Reg
29 96

• 45-1b. Cougar
Hunting Bow

Sale Price

Sole Price

24' 6S3
r
• With Silent Bow
Quiver, leather
shooting tab
and arm guard

• 4 matched 28
Cedar Arrows
with Deadhead
points

Rally
Supreme

•

jr43

‘
eeie
i

•
Magnetic
Lid Holder
•
Cutting assembly
removes for
easy cleaning.

•
Instant
beater Release

52.339-3

Plastic Case

42.96

•

•
High Impact

Attractive
2-Tone
Finish

Electric Can Op•n•r with
Knife IL Scissor Sharpener. 52-318-6 8.97

TENNIS TABLE

52-142

MontclairAutomatic
Electric

"Stolo,ep,,
• 1/2
Top, fully striped

BLANKETS

With Snap Postener Corners
for Contour Fit

1.37
• Singl• control.
A bl•nd of 45%
polyester, 35%
rayon, 20% cotton

a

Ne,
SITE
DOUBLE BED

Compere et 44.95

The mini-labs also are in the
preliminary design stage and
are not yet fully approved
NASA projects. The General
Dynamics Corp., San Diego,
Calif., was awarded a $2
million, 15-month RAM design
r•ontract last May.

52-725-6,7,4

Play-lack
Filature

loll-a-Way
Feature
11/
4"tabular STEEL legs, double braced
and double hinged Roll away feature
with casters for easy storage. 63-511-1

Paddles, ne
and 2 Balls.

Speciai
LADIES
2-PIECE

4.47

MEN'S

$ 1 1each9

SUITS

I VIAW

odfustabl• Hi-Rise Handlebars
• Chrome Fenders, Chain Guard,
Reflector and Coaster Broke
• Who. Striped semi.pneurnant
Tires
e Converts •osoir horn boy's to girl's
model. Flamboyant Lemon-Lime finish.

AkV4
IP 14"

•
Truck design
Rear Wheel,
White Raisod
Letters on Tires
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FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

OTASC

2657
WE TRADE!

'The new look in
trikes! Strong and
safe construction.
Black molded saddle. Chrome finish
butterfly handle
bars. Sunshine sri
low finish. is
,

WIC i•-•1"

STEEL TOYS

Safe Price

Scale model of International Harvester.
Real steering action.
Swing-out tailgate.
Rubber lug tires in
rear. 12.712.6

4
'1
.41(

4:
1dtusiabk-

height. Hi•
onpin t plasticSpring
mounted on
Onel base

41(1,111110
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213-A
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111111,

753-8391
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See Our Complete Stock of Dolls from
Mattel, id.ol, R•enco, Topper and Horseman
at Money-Saving Prices!

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-8 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

$11 Value

Easy Terms

41+

bottle, feeder chair, swing.
cradle, boss I
rattle'72.552.5

"Wender"
Mestere
40- long
Adjustable
has, Saddl.adjusts from
?I" In 26./;
'm nu 15.99
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PONY
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1 I
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•
• 10, • that
0,3
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/
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/
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Su per Value!

Sale Price

44417\!
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All Metal

Big Truck Type
Mag Wheels

1199

14Torilta

•

TRIKE

This Offer Good thru Nov. 14

Phone 753-3852

Doubl• B•cl
Dual Controls
32.2'.
18.84

IH TRACTOR
and WAGON
1

Convertible

•
Strong Frame
and Fork

College Cleaners

r

13 99

2-year free repioceme,.
guarantee against mans
facturing defects.

"WILDCAT"

Flying

"Big Wick"

— Or —

24 A
51.-

LAYAWAY TOYS NOW •Nclatr LOW PRICES!

FivIng-0"Cydene 20"
Ceseverillie. 43-126-2
34.16

PANT SUITS

Twin Bed

2-Year
Warranty

63-511-4

DOLLS' HOUSE—First Ladies In Miniature is a new exhibit
now open to the public in the Capitol Rotunda in
Frankfort. The delicately dressed dolls are glass-enclosed
and mirrored to give viewers the best look at the intricate
work which went into making them. Here a representative
of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, which
sponsored the exhibit, makes final adjustments in the
placement of the display. (Wayne Hundley Photo)

•
Avoc ads
Blue
and Gold
colors.

•
5-ft. x 9-ft
playing surface
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Tom Emberton for Governor
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TRANSPORTATION
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Bear "Grizzly"-58 Hunting Bo w of
hardwood
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-

Final Design Delayed
The National Aeronautics and
*ace Administration (NASA)
d hoped to start final design
and development this winter,
but this has been delayed at
least six months because of
budget restrictions.

1411 Olive Blvd

HEW official to pursue policy
ontismoking in his deportment

of

041141

The RAM would be the first
manned payload for the space
shuttle, which is still in the
preliminary design phase. The
shuttle is envisioned as a
reusable, winged rocket that
would take off vertically and
return to horizontal airport
landings. It could start flying in
1r8.

As it now stands, the last
fully approved and funded
NASA manned spaceflight
project is the Skylab space
station set to fly for eight
months in 1973. It will serve as
a medical and experimental
laboratory to see how well man
an live and work in weightless
space for long periods of time.

Screening the air
01141110.1111041liiiiiNimilifl.
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Set For UN

Services Planned
Methodist Church
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(Continued from Page It

Mrs Harlan Hodges will be We also like the frozen Mexican
-Called To Be. The Family of
featured
501
Dailey
Waters
of
in the third con- dinners.
Mrs..
Christ" will be the theme of the
temporary
Street,
Murray,
sucChestnut
service on Sunday,
moneyBy CHARLES R. SMITH
36 holes, three under par on the Arnold Pauner, No. 3
sermon by Dr. David C. Ross for
By JOE ST. AMAN1
cubed Friday at 10:15 p.m. at the HONG KONG (UPI) — October, 31, in the Hale Chapel of
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Division of the Communist China
and absent Jack Nicklaus, October 31, at the First Christian Convalescent
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of Charlie Reed other countries."
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Mrs. Hodges' topic will deal to 30 or 40 on Sunday night."
Survivors are one son, Tilmon General General
"Great Is the Lord".
Thant by
Trevino, who says himself he atmosphere. It got as high as eliminated.
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Rock,
North
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Waters
of
will
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Glenn
be
Acting
Also out were Juan "Cu Chi"
the worship
Foreign Minister Chi
has a good attitude about the 49 at 4 p.m.
Ark.; two sisters, Mrs. Bond Lax Peng-lei Friday said a delega- plication to religion. Fred nothing sometimes our group is
bad weather here in the first Today's forecast was for Rodriguez, 76-77-153; Doug leader with Rupert Parks and
of Murray and Mrs. Iva Thomp- tion would be sent "in the near Morton is the program leader. down to six or seven."
two rounds shot 69-72-141 for slightly wanner weather with a Sanders, 80-75-155, and defend- John Pasco serving as elders.
The third, an old maid, added
ing Sahara champion Babe Deaconesses and deacons will be son of Detroit, Mich.; two future." The message'asked Special music has been arranged
high of 55-60.
Henry Fulton, Mrs. 0. B. Boone, brothers, Hebert Dunn and Hub Thant to make certain the by Paul Shahan with Janet her bit: "It's so bad in our
Bob Dickson, the first-day Hiskey, 79-75-154.
Murray; one
leader with a 68, did not cope The best second round score Jr., Rebecca Dublin, B. D. Hall, Dunn, both of
Nationalist Chinese were ex- Reichmuth and Joe Prince to be church on Sunday night that
grandwhen the minister says, "Dearly
so well. He shot a 74 and found was 69 and that was made by Don McCord, W. C. McICeel, Dr. grandchild, two great
pelled from "all the organiza- soloists.
Rev. M.C. Galloway has chosen beloved," he makeetne blush!"
himself a stroke back of two pros, Frank Beard, who William Seale, Kenneth Sinclair, children.
tions" related to the U.N.
for his sermon topic, "ChangeFuneral arrangements are Chi said
made the cut with 147, and Don and Fred Wells.
Trevino with 142.
the names of
Middle age is when you are
The candle lighter will be Stacy incomplete, but friends may call members of the delegation Christ Or Man?" for the regular
At 143 were Bert Yancey, 71- Bies, a quiet pro from Seattle
morning worship services at 8:45 sitting at home on Saturday night
72; Kermit Zarley, 73-70; who landed at 146 on his 77-69. Fulton. Greeters will be I)r. and at the Max Churchill Funeral would be announced later.
and the phone rings and you hope
Labron Harris Jr., 72-71 and Among those in the 144 Mrs. Woodfin Huston, Mrs. A. B. Home after five p.m. today In a statement broadcast by and 10:50 a.m.
The School of World Outreach it isn't/ler ru.
bracket with Palmer were Austin, and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. (Saturday).
Don January, 71-72.
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By United Press International
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Coody, the current Masters
The Chi Rho will have a party Rev Wayne E. Todd, interim friends with the Chinese.
SWEET-SMELLING STREETS
Friday night as the Pacers Joe Porter, 73-71.
champ, had a sensational shot in the fellowship hall of the First pastor of the First Baptist "At the same time, it PARIS (UPI) —Gerard Laopened up a 1: game lead in The field was cut at 151
•
the par four, 415-yard Christian Church from 7:30 to ten Church, will conduct the services indicates that the one or two Horde, a member of theparis
Bro. Roy Beasley will speak on
the American Basketball Asso- less at the halfway
seventh hole. He sank a seven- p.m. Sunday following the school
at the church on Sunday, October superpowers are losing ground City Council, proposed Friday "A Sad Funeral" at the 10:40
ciation West Division.
iron from 140 yards out fir an of World Outreach.
daily in engaging in truculent that Paris street cleaning a.m, service at the Seventh and
31, at 10:45 a.m.
Rick Mount with 24, Freddie
gle two.
Special music wW.be by the acts of imposing their own will machines be filled with per- Poplar Church of Christ on
Lewis and Mel Daniels with 22
Trevino had two birds and
Sunday, October 31.
Church Choir, directed by W.R. on other countries and manipu- fumed water.
each and George McGinnis with u
o bogeys on his second round
Howard, rffinister of music. The lating the United Nations and "This measure Would make
20 led Indiana as the Pacers
The scripture from Ec.
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grams. He voted against the
bother the ball if you hit it
The six p.m. sermon topic will::
Charlie Scott and rookie By United Press International
bill Friday night and grinned and praise will be led by the suffered enough from imperialid. I took a good attitude. broadly when
be "Separate Me Barnabas And
the vote was Paptist Student Union, Rev. list oppression. China will never
Julius Erving combined for 70 An unfunny thing happened to
rThe more you complain about
be a superpower bullying other. WAR GAMES
Saul" with Jerry Howard to read:
Lloyd Cornell, director.
announced.
points as the East Division- the Milwaukee Bucks on the
, the worse it gets. The
BELGRADE (UPI) —Yugo- the scripture from Acts 13:1-12.4
senator, Sunday School is held at 9:30 countries. The government of
leading Virginia Squires routed way to the their eighth straightother
veteran
Another
has ta
too. Frank Church, D-Idaho, who am. with Paul Lyons, Jr., as the People's Republic of China slays worked under "war Joe Garland and Ted
Carolina, 142-121.
win. They lost.
I notice when things are going
•
The Floridians, trailing Virgistrongly supported the superintendent and Training will soon send its representa- conditions" today in military Howard will lead the prayers.
Dave Cowens, with 37 points,gend, no erie
complains"
tives to take part in the work of and civilian maneuvers close to
nia by P-1 games, kept pace helped lead the Boston Celtics:
foreign aid program, has since Union at 6:30 p.m.
Josiah Darnall will direct the
Trevino has won $190,480 this
•
the
the Bulgarian border that were song service and Jbhnny
United Nations," it said.
when Al 'nicker scored 20 to a 125-114 upset of the world,
program
the
is
decided
a
bat
but hasn't fshed he
TRF,.ATED AT HOSPITAL
Communist China was admit- designed to test the population's Bohannon will make the anpoints in the third quarter to champions at Boston Gardens
failure and a relic of the cold_
15th since he was operated
lead his team to a 110415 Friday night. The Bucks lost
for appendicitis in August. war. He has said the United John F. Storner, age 50, of ted to the United Nations and preparedness in the event of nouncements.
victory over the New York for the first time this season
States has used the program to Lexington was treated at the Nationalist China expelled Mon- invasion.
Attendance awards for StuidaY:1
He's only about $7,000 behind
Nets. Bill Melchionni led a despite a 43-point performance
buy the allegiance of developing emergency room of the Murray- day. The Executive Council of, Yugoslav officials said the School for pre-school through(het
icklaus No. 1 with $207,080.
sluggish New York attack with by center Kareem Jabbar.
countries and argued the money Calloway County Hospital on the United Nations Educational, exercises, which began Friday twelfth grade will be given for the.
alrner has $194.469 for third
18 points.
he Scientific and Cultural Organi- in the Timocka Krajina region past year at 9:45 a.m. in the'
would be better spent if it were Thursday at 10:25 a.m.
Cowens and John Havlicek
In other games Friday night, each hit for 10 points in the lace.
channeled through agencies Like sustained bruises and abrasions zation (UNESCO) also voted 25- 125 miles southeast of Belgrade, church auditorium., The
to both legs, according to hospital 2 Friday to give China's seat to would directly involve offices
Ralph Simpson poured in 41 third quarter as the Celtics
the United Nations.
The Ladies Bible Class will,
West Ky. High
points, including
eight in outscored Milwaukee, 33-21, to
The catalyst—but not the officials. Storner said he had Peking. However, Nationalist and factories. The maneuvers resume their study sessions on.
School
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Scores
overtime, to lead the Denver break open a 65-64 halftime
basic cause—for Friday night's been hit by truck at five a.m. on China said it would not give up were scheduled to last three Tuesday, November 2, at ten.
Murray 15, Russellville 14
Rockets to a 119-111 victory edge.
days.
without a fight.
action appeared to be the vote Thursday.
am. All women are invited.
over the Dallas Chaparrals and
A ball-hawking Boston de- Pad. Tilghrican 33, Shawnee 6
in the United Nations five days
George Thompson's 33 points fense forced 27 Milwaukee Reidland 29, Fulton Co. 6
earlier in which Taiwan was
sparked the Pittsburgh Condors turnovers, good for 32 Boston Trigg County 7, Todd Co. 6
ousted after bitter days of
N. Marshall 14, Crittendon Co. 6 battling by
to a 112-102 win over the points.
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American
Kentucky Colonels
Oscar Robertson, who contri- Mayfield 53, Lone Oak 30
delegation to save the seat.
buted 11 points to the Milwauk- Madisonville 24, Caldwell Co. 17
After that vote, the White
ee cause in the first half, sat Hopkinsville 14, Bowling Gr. 0 House attacked the 'aindiaout the second half with a sore
guised glee" of delegates who
toe.
voted against the United States
The win enabled Boston to
and said it was re-examining
I Continued from Page 1)
gain a tie with Philadelphia for
foreign aid.
the early-season lead in the of which $191,777 was given to the
The Senate vote means
National Basketball Associa- various mission causes of Bap- after Nov. 15 funds can
tion's Atlantic Division as the tists around the world, the longer be obligated for the
76ers lost to Phoenix, 137-135, in reports show. The total value of direct aid program. There is,
two overtimes.
the church property is valued at however, in excess of $4 billion
in the Treasury that will enable
WASHINGTON (UPI)
— In other NBA contests Friday $4,065,500.
Rev. Calvin C. Wilkins of the completion of projects
Stokely-Van Camp, Inc., moved night, Los Angeles slapped
today to recall from retailers Cincinnati, 119-107, Detroit Briensburg Church is the retiring already started.
Baltimore 119-105, moderator. Rev. Jack Jones of In addition, there are several
658 cases of canned green trounced
beans the Food and Drug Atlanta edged Cleveland, 98-97, Locust Grove Church gave the other U.S. assistance programs
Administrationf(FDA
said the Golden State Warriors annual sermon and Dr. D. M. not affected by the bill, which
may contain deadly botulin whacked Chicago, 99-83, and Aldridge, president of Clear constitutes only two-fifths of the
Buffalo slipped past Portland, Creek Baptist Church, Pineville, total U.S. outlay.
poison.
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The FDA issued the warning 120-119.
Friday, saying the suspected lot Connie Hawkins sank a 30- The Baptist Student Union Choir include surplus food outlays,
was French-style sliced green foot shot as time ran out in the of Murray State University credit assistance for military
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Other speakers during the interest loans to poor countries.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

*****************
CAESAR'S

FOR SALE
HACKNEY MARE, 12.2 hands.
Trained to cart and saddle. Also
cart and harness and one 44 seat
Western Saddle. Phone 7533616.
1TC

NOTICE

NOTICE

FOR RENT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Tv profile

WHY LIVE in a commercial area
and be bothered by loud truck c't
noise when you can move to one KT
of the nicest residential areas in
1302 Chestnut
Murray? Fox Meadows and
* GOURMETS' DELIGHT' TWO - 4-OUNCE
*
Coach Estates Mobile 'Home
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
TWO BEDROOM apartment, Parks are quiet, modern, ar'
By VERNON SCOTT
barn construction, utility poles
furnished, for four girls. Water convenient to city, grade anti UPI Hollywood
eat
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
'furnished. Available December high schools, $25. per month
HOLLYWOOD(UP)- Jim
(with complete dinner)
Reg. S4.25* Co., Maple Street, Murray,
M.Phone 753-9741.
N1C includes most utilities and grass Garner, who began his climb to
Kentucky.
mowing,some residents use their fame in television's "Maverick"
ITC
* SAT. it SUN., * WITH THIS
COUPON **
LARGE FIVE room, furnished rent savings to pay their country series, is back on the tube as
of "Nichols.'
Because October 31st is on Sunday, the Penalty apartment, two blocks from club dues. South 16th near theInstar
******************
"Maverick" he was always
University on .South 14th Street. Canterbury,753-3855 or 753D USED cultipackers. Call
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe, SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size Vinson Tractor Co., 753-4892. ITC
030c one step ahead of the sheriff.
Date will be extended one day. A 10% PENALTY Phone
N1C
In his new NBC show he IS the
furnished or =furnished. Like rugs. Sculptured, shags, and
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10' x SMALL FARM: good location; sheriff, albeit a reluctant one.
WILL BE ADDED TO ALL UNPAID BILLS ON
new, Lot available for renting. Nubby design. Good selection of NEW AND used tractor tires.
55', electric heat. Three miles business or future investment.
The only association Garner
Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths. Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1971
from Murray. Phone 753One mile East Murray, ap- has with the law in private life 4
753-7637 after 5:30 p.m.
TFC Reductions up to 50 percent. service. Vinson Tractor Co.
7856.
N1C proximately 10 acres pasture! is an occasional traffic ticket.
Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, Phone 753-4892.
ITC
Murray taxes are payable at the office
of
City
THREE
PIECE
bookcase Ky. Phone 753-2310.
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. A long time racing buff, Garner
N3c
headboard bedroom suite like
NEW TWO bedroom duplex, wall Cozy older 7 room house, modern. once owned and backed a
Clerk,
City
City
the
Hall
Building.
of
FREDRICK
WILLIS
8'
pool
table
new, $90.00. Mrs. Keys Keel,
series of grand prix race caw
to wall carpet with central heat For appointment call 436and accessories, in good shape.
Now his interest has dwindled
phone 753-4672.
and air.$110.00Vw "fattilters'102173.
0301'
TFC
Phone 753-7541 or 753-6603. N2C
due to a heavy work load.
iTF
753-7850.
"
He is content to tear around
ONE TWIN size Jameson inMODERN MOBILE home, 12' TRICK OR TREAT? Definitely a Southern California in a MiniHELP WANTED
nerspring mattress, like new,
treat
and
ideally
located
on
large
Cooper - an imported British
wide. Private lot and carpeted.
ss5.00. Phone 753-2911. 030NC
--Also
efficiency apartment, wooded lot. Spacious slate entry car - that has been souped up
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
.MOBILE HOME Insurance. Law PAYING TOO much for your newly paneled, nice cabinets. hall opens to private bedroom to outspeed most vehicles on
dozer and backhoe operator.
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent auto insurance? Why not call or $20.00 weekly. Phone 753-7671 or area with 3 bedrooms and 2 the tortuous canyon roads that
Phone 753-9807.
N1C
claim service. When you see me see Doug Willoughby at MFA 753-8333 after 5:00p.m.
030C baths. Living room and den each lead from home to studio.
don't think of Insurance, but Insurance Co. Reasonable rates
with fireplate, modern kitchen,
Horne is a showplace. One
NEVER SETTLE FOR SECOND
when you think of Insurance see for every driver. Also, fire, TWO BEDROOM trailer, close to recreation room and 3rd bath day
when
visiting Steve
BEST. Become associated with
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway mobile home, life, hospital and town, good location. Phone 753- have outside entrance. Den and McQueen in Brentwood, a posh
AVON as an AVON Represen.1
Insurance and Real Estate auto financing. Phone 753-1222. slog.
030P living room overlook beautiful area near Beverly Hills, Gamer
23-1/16X35"
tative. AVON,the world's largest
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
back yard landscaped by nature. was smitten by a wooded
Office at 505 Main.
D2C
NIP
and most respected cosmetic
contiguous to
.009 Thick
FURNISHED APARTMENTS; Halloween Nite the witches acreage
company. Call now after 7 P.M.
come..but not to 1405 Vine. Drive McQueen's property.
Living
room,
kitchen,
bathroom
collect 365-9424, or write Mrs.
These Plates are perfect
AMERICAN PARTY
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 by and look at this cute 2 bedroom • That,, was five years ago.
Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2
Zimmerman Apart- home- Attractive improvements Today the property is enhancbedrooms,
for siding or
Would
you
like
to
be
counted aith the patriotic Americans
Box 136 A,Princeton, Ky. 030C'
edbY`a home Which brings to
ments,
South
16th Street. Phone have been made.. Garners have
who support the movement to restore constitutional
mind the best of Frank Lloyd
barns, for placing around
molted.
Posession
with
deed.
753-6609.
N3C
government, local controls, enforcement of law and order,
EXPEREIENCED WAITRESS
Don't let this bargain S-c-a-r-e Wright: openness, glass, Wood
free enterprise, and the private property system. Then join
bottom of mobile homes
Must be neat, efficient, and free
and rock all blending into the
MOBILE HOME on Kentucky you. Refrigerator, stove, drapes, mountains.
with us in this movement, your influence, vote and financial
hours
weekends.
per
to
work
32
to keep out the wind
carpets and air conditioner all
Murray
10
miles
in
from
Lake,
support is needed. Send contributions to the American Party
There is a swimming pool
week. Good working conditions,
Shores.
Panorama
Two will be yours when you buy this and a view of the Pacific.
and snow, and for many
Campaign. P
Box 605, Princeton, Ky. 42445.
good tips. No phone oalLs Apply
bedrooms, 15' x 15' living room, neat brick home on Calloway.
The living room is breathin person Colonial House
other uses such as
Paid b) the American Party campaign
kitchen, separate dining room, Nice shade, excellent location, taking, 36-feet by 18-feet and
When a maintenance man
Smorgasbord.
N3C
forgets to service a Quincy
central electric heat and air good buy. Let us show you.
soaring 20 feet high. All the
"building out"
William E. Embry, Chairman
Compressor, no damage is
conditioning.
All new appliances, Plant an Acre of PUMPKINS on doors leading into the room are
done because a built•in
mice or rats.
including washer. On private lot. this 2 acre tract with a large 5 made of glass.. - •
Paid Political Advertisement
safety feature remembers
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for
and takes the load off the
What witnarge 'dark brown
Phone 436-5571.
030C bedroom home in 'excellent
cooks. For interview call 753-,
compressor, eliminating
condition, 2 fireplaces, di§h- leather chairs, a heavy glass
6713.
030C
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank IHAPPY BIRTHDAY Jimmy!!
Write or call for
damage
Call at
FURNISHED APARTMENT 3 washer, draperies, and lovely cOffee table and an enormous
details
installation Phone 753-7850. TED
From Mom
1TP rooms, 'bath, private entrance yard. Shop building close to high- fire place, one has the feeling
THE WORLD'S FINEST
WANTED: CLEANING lady.
AIR COMPRESSORS
/. and garage. Prefer one person. way-ideal shop for small of entering a hunting lodge.
References required. Must have
A circular driveway takes.,
706 Olive. Phone 753-1293. 030C business. All this for only $23,850.
.... 103 N 4th St .
transportation. Phone 753the visitor to an jrpg eviVA
,
Haunted
House!
Not
this
one
just
8045.
030C
Murray, Ky.
SANDERS, AUTO buffer, floor111
/
2 blocks from Murray State. 3 through a garden and up eight
COMPRESSOR CO.
polisher, hedge trimmers, power bedrooms 14 bath brick home steps to the entry hall. Another
WANTED: BABY-SITTER, 5
saws, paint sprayer. Bilbrey's, with fireplace in colossal living eight steps leads to the living 1.
days per week, 7:30 a.m. to 4:00
Phone 753-3018
SPOTS before your eyes-on your
210 Main, phone 753-5617. 030C room. Abundant
p.m. Must come to my home.
storage on room. The house is built on ,
with
them
carpet-remove
.neW
401 N. 4th
Need
not
have
own
tranlarge
lot.
You
price
conscious four levels, with the garage and
electric
Blue Lustre Rent
FURNISHED
APARTMENT; buyers will know this is a real billiard room occupying the
portation.
house
Some
light
shampooer $1, Begley's Drug
lowest level - the bedrooms
three rooms with complete kit- bargain at $24,000.
SHOW CASE, a real antique. cleaning. Phone 753-8581.
N1C
030C
Stare.
chen and private bath (near Jack-o-lantern is all aglow with the.top level.
About seven feet long, glass all
There are separate servants
MSU)Phone 753-5921.
030P happiness when looking at this
around the front, sides and top. DO YOU like money? Like
66 ANTIQUE CLOCKS; Grandquarters and a full-time gardenClosed in back with sliding people? Are you over 25? Have
large home on Vine with a small
father, Wall Clocks, Weight
Paid Political Advertisement
wooden doors. Best offer. See at you 10 hours per week you can
FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished. price tag. Can be used as single er. Garner, however, has left
Clocks-both 8 day and 30 hour,
most of the acreage in itS
.Garden space. Located near family or 2 family home.
Kitchen clocks, Metal and Ledger and Times. Also have spend in a well paid part time CLECTROLUX SALES & set
natural state of towering trees
AUTOS FOR SALE
four
modern
Methodist
display
Palestine
islands
Church.
representing
sales
job
World
Large
commercial corner lot 308' and lush undergrowth.
Bracket clocks. Cash & Carry.
made of metal in green and white Book Encyclopedias? Phone Ray vice'•Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M 1967 CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr. $35.00 per month, to family. x 282'. Ideally located near
Paul F. Gallemore, 1308 Maple
Garner and his wife, Lois,
phone 382-2468, Farr,itb adjustable shelves. N3ONC Shreve, Mayfield, Kentucky, 247- Sanders
Phone 474-2345.
N1C Central Shopping Center. All city have been undergoing domestic
.
'
Street, Benton, Kentucky. N3P
TFC hardtop, power steering, and
rrungton, Kentucky
4618, 9:00-12:00 a.m.
N1C
brakes, factory air, vinyl roof,
utilities on lot.
problems, but they are working
low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- FIVE ROOM HOUSE with hot Donald R. Tucker, Realtor.
out their differences. They are
4':8' La" ANTIQUE Birch 18 H.P. EVINRUDE outboard
boat motor. Phone 436-5847 after BABY-SITTER WANTED, 7:45
the parents of Gigi, 13, who is
4516. N3C and cold water, bath, place for Member of Multiple Listing.
paneling, slightly damaged
5:00p.m.
N4C until noon weekdays for the
washer and dryer. Also electric Phone 753-4342.
the apple of her, Daddy's eye. _
$3.95 each. Kash-Way Building
Own
child.
ichool year One
-1959 DODGE Royal 4 door with heat.Call 492-8380.
NIC Associates; Edna Knight, home -Lois daughter by a previous
N3C
Material, 753-2381.
power steering and air conCOUCH,$5.00, two lamps, $5.00, transportation. Meadow Lane
phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home marriage is 23, and attends
ditioning. Fair condition. See UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom phone 753-8958.
two end tables, $4.00, empty Subdivision. Begin Monday 753N1C school in Florida.
1TC
ONE OF the finer things of life- Magnavox stereo cabinet, $15.00, 6731.
Henry Hargis at Taylor MotorThe Garners entertain sparduplex, 1601 College Farm Road
Blue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent baby car bed, $5.00, baby matingly. Usually theyll have from
s.
030C $75.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
two to six guests for dinner:
electric shampooer $1.00, Big
tress,$5.00. Phone 753-9990. NIP
Phone 753-5792.
IN MEMORY
N11C
CAPD OF THANKS
"You can't talk to people if
1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, mag
K.
030C
the gaity is any larger than
wheels and air conditioned. Only
500 LOCUST POSTS and 18 month
We wish to express our ap- OUT OF SHAPE or overweight? 5,000 miles Phone 753-8045 after 80 ACRES PRIME land for rent In memory of Mrs. Mattie Mae that.
old Flax mane and tail filly.
McKinney.
or
inches
For
lose
the
easy
way
to
only.
soybeans
for
basis
preciation and thanks to our
Garner is by nature a '
SPECIAL!
3:30p.m.
030C on cash
Phone 436-5621.
N1C
Four miles west Puryear, Ten- It was one year ago today that stay-at-home. lie avoids cattle •
many friends and neighbors for pounds fast, call
Fri & Sat Only
we
saw
our
mommy
pass
away
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. 1966 OLDSMOBILE DELTA M nessee. Contact J. F. Paschall,
call parties, premieres and the
SQUIRREL MONKEY and cage, the many kindnesses extended to
the
night
seemed
cold,
cocktail circuit.
Truckload of factory second $30.00. If not interested please do us since our home and contents Weight loss guaranteed. N11NC four door hardtop, power 404 Greenwood, Clinton, Ten- everything was still, but
we just
N1C
steering, power brakes. Good nessee,615-457-9846.
lie's up each weekday morfile cabinets. 2 and 4 drawer, not call. Phone 753-1654 after 3:00 were destroyed by fire on
knew it was God's will.
$375.00.
condition.
Phone
753ning at 6:15 and at the studio
Tuesday
morning,
October
19.
legal
size
and
in
letter
p.m.
N1C
We
watched
you
suffer
and it by 7:30 ready to Work. Al- •
NIP FRAME HOME,two miles from
6422.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Andrus
assorted colors, full 28" deep
Murray.
bedrooms, seemed so hard but we know now though he owns "Nichols," it is
Two
and
children
1TC
cabinets.
THAT
HARD
TO
PLEASE
RED CENTENNIAL sweet
1966 CUSTOM 500 Ford. Power basement and upstairs. $90.00 per Mommy we can depend on the shot at Warner Bros. site of the
WILSON
NALL potatoes, $3.00 per bushel. Bring
steering and brakes, factory air, month. Couples only. See Dan Lard.
old "Maverick- series.
We
wish
to
express
our
deepest
PERSON
MOVING & STORAGE your containers. Phone 436new tires. $550.00 Phone 753-8718 Shipley, 753-2878.
But when we go home
His working day is. usually
N1C
gratitude
to
those
sending
N2C
after 5:00p.m
Mommy and see dear Dad, we 131 ev.
031P
I II
Paducah
Road, 2149.
flowers, food, and cards during
still shed tears because he seems
A typical weekend will final
Mayfield, Kentucky.
1967 JAGUAR XKE Roadster. ONE BEDROOM furnished
"The Wishing Well"
HOMEMADE QUILTS, nice and the illness and death of our dear
so sad.
Jim slouched in a comfortable
lot.
South.
trailer
Private
on
641
l
mother,
One
Gertie
McClure.
car.
Well
owner
cared
for
N2C
large. Phone 753-8091.
When you were sick and I chair watching as many footWe also extend our thanks to
Excellent condition. If interested Phone 4924110 or 492-8317. 1TC
18' SELF CONTAINED travel
would come in, you would say hall games-on television as he
Dr.
Bell
and
Dr.
Clark
and
hicClard's
see
Shell
at
Service
the
trailer. Paid $2,650.00 last year. 175 MASSY FERGUSON Diesel
take care of him, so thats what I can find. Thereafter he reads ,
PLEASE TAKE notice that the Station,corner 6th a;.1 Main. N2C
SERVICES OFFERED
$1800.00 or will trade. 1223 Tractor, 4 plows, 10' disk and 6' nurses of the second floor of the partnership
over his scripts, takes a dip in
am doing as best I can.
of
Gene
Steely
and
030C Bushhog. See W. B. Kilcoyne, 6 Murray Hospital, who made her
Dogwood,753-8358.
But some day Mommy, we will the 'pool and not infrequently'
FOR ALL your home additions,
Schuyer Datson d-b-a CashwaY 1970 FORD
last
days
as
comfortable
miles.
as
9,000
pickup,
miles west of Mayfield or call 623Building Material has voluntarily Spare never used. 6 cylinder. alterations, remodeling, etc. meet you in your home and we engages Gigi in a game of ;
BE gentle, be kind, to that ex- 8203.
N51:' possible.
will sing precious memories poker.
dissolved
as of Oct. 15, 1971, and Like new. phone 753_4378
ot Free Estimates. Phone 753Again special thanks to our
alwa!,s beat her,- Garner
pensive carpet, clean with Blue
around
the great white throne.
6123.
TFC
subsequent
to
said
date.
Cash-'
Uncles, Aunts, cousins and
says. In'
Lustre. Rent new electric
If..
We
thank
God
Mommy,
we
Way Building Materials shall be
THREE BIRD dogs, English friends, who sat with us so
faithshampooer $1. Western Auto,
I WILL do baby-sitting in your kept you a long time, but we still
The one thing that puzzles ,
Setters. Price reasonable. Phone fully. Also to the singers. Bro. a propriertorship by Schuyer
Home of '"The Wishing
home.Phone 753-4759.
N1C need you Mommy and always Garner is that he sees less of
N2P Pigg and Bro. Dale for their Datson,
N IOC
435-4358.
030C
Well".
'will. But God had a better place neighbor Steve MirQueen than
comforting words and the
CARROLL'S PLUMBING & for you. So He said children don't he did before building his
LOST
&
FOUND
•
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
•
•Alb
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone cry, you can meet her in heaven hi lllll• next door to his fellow
for their excellent services.
N3OP in the sweet by and by.
489-2295.
actor and racing buff.
TWO BLACK cows have horns,
May God bless each of you is been missing for 2 weeks; near
Written by a daughter for all the
our prayer.
WILL DO house cleaning or children and
Marvin's Grocery. If seen call
Daddy.
1TP
- and
The Children of
ironing. Inquire at Churchill's
436-2337 or 436-2388 after 6:00
Michigan travel boom
Gertie McClure
Ii'? p.m.
Maple
Apartments,
4,
209
No.
N1C
LANSING, %ch. (UPI) Street upstairs.
030P 4
Michigan's travel and tourist
Near Ken Lake Park
We wish to express our heart- LOST: BLACK kitten, wearing
In Aurora
business is booming this year if
felt thanks and appreciation for flea collar in vicinity of North 7th
PAINTING INTERIOR and
patronage at the state's nine
unique gifts for all occasions
kindness
shown
the
to us during Street.
exterior."Free estimates. Phone
highway travel information
Phone 753-5626 after 5 00
* RINGS
* CANDLES AND HOLDERS
our great sorrow. It was a great
753-3727 after 4:00p.m.
030C
centers is airy indication, the
p.m.
N1C
comfort to us to see all our
* ENAMEL WARE
* GLASS WARE
Michigan Highway D4artment
friends and we pray that all of
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
reports.
,
WANT TO BUY
* WOODEN WARE * NOVELTIES * CIDER
you will find the same comfortin
Expert work. Reasonable. Phone
[hang the first seven
WANT TO BUY;
logs ant'
your time of need
753-9607.
months of this year. 544,000
TFC
* SORGHUM AND CANDIES
standing Umber. Also have for
Mrs. Gus Farley
visitors-stopped et the informa9:00.5.GO,
WEEKDAYS
OPEN
tion centers, topping the preSEPTIC TANK cleaning, backMr.and Mrs. Thomas Fenton sale lumber and saivdust.
&
pill
vious seven-month record of
SUNDAY - NOON -6:00
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753and family
1TP Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Cn
455,000 in 1969.
Phone 753-4147.
5933
TEC
N24C
a

*LOBSTER TAILS$345
:

Aluminum
Plates

This Is A Reminder That

TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
heat and air, fully carpeted,
outlets for washer and dryer.
Available December 15. Phone
'753-9741.
N1C

arner has
groovy pad

City of Murray Taxes
Are Due

Quincy
compressors
REMEMBER
When you

Forget

iIk

rooting

25' each

Ledger & Times

i. bitituimo

TRANSPORTATION
TO POLLS

Tom Emberton for Governor
Call Emberton Headquarters
753-8587
All Day Election Day

HAUNTED
HOUSE

TONIGHT!

POST
THE HITCHING
COUNTRY STORE

SOld
ihru
The

Classified
- Ads -

Want Athe
Ring the

************************************
4,
KNOW THE RECORD WHEN YOU VOTE!:
40

REPUBLICAN ROADS

KEEP IN
( PROGRESS CAN BEST BE MEASURED BY PROJECTS--NOT PROMISES. PLEASE
4
N)
CAMPAIG
MIND THAT THE "SILLY SEASON" (THE LAST FEW DAYS OF A POLITICAL
SOME
IS UPON US. PIE-IN-THE-SKY POLITICAL PROMISES ARE A DIME A DOZEN. AND
PEOPLE CLAIM CREDIT FOR EVERYTHING EXCEPT THE SUNSHINE AND THE AIR WE BREATHE
IN BEHALF OF THEIR POLITICAL CHOICE. HOWEVER, VOTING FOR A GOVENOR IS SERIOUS
.5 BUSINESS--AND PAST PERFORMANCE IS THE ONLY VALID BASIS FOR A VOTING JUDGUS IN
MENT. DON'T BE MISLED. THERE IS ONLY ONE RELEVANT QUESTION FOR
4( M• URRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY AS ELECTION DAY, NOVEMBER 2, DRAWS NEAR:
FORD
ON THE BASIS OF THE RECORD, FROM WHOSE ELECTION, DEMOCRAT WENDELL
45 O• R REPUBLICAN TOM EMBERTON, WILL OUR COMMUNITY BENEFIT MOST?

*

*
*

*

.-

*

411(

THE DEMOCRATIC RECORD

44011(
41101(
411011(
4411C
41101(

45
5

COST
PROJECT
$576,000
North
511
U.S.
of
miles
2.9
4-laning of South 12th Street 450,000

45

4911(
4115
45
411(
.4110(
41101(
41101(
4(

ORIDGES

COST

MURRAY STALL uNIVIRSITY

36 CONCRETE bridges

$700,000

PROJECT

pi:1ST

College Court No. 1,2,3,4 $ 500275

Backusburg Road

150,000

BLACKTOP

COST

Richmond Hall Dormitory

752,353

Squire Adams

130,000

Ky. 94 West

,
$132000

Clark Hall Dormitory

866,847

Ellis Wrather

111,000

Hopkins Short

32,000

Charlie Miller

42,000

Almo-Kirksey

142,000

Cunningham

32,000
43,000

Faxon-Newburg
45

12 FEET WIDE

150,000

Almo-Shiloh

Ky. 121- Coldwater

99.000

Tobacco

60.000

Story Chapel

50 000

Murray-Hazel IU.S 541 So

96 000

Ky. 94 East

192 000

Harris Grove

72.000

Faxon-Newburg

96 000

Franklin Hall Dormitory
and Winslow Cafeteria

1,721,654

College Court Married Housing 507,105
Business-Education Building

1,399.333
1,000

Athletic Supply

330,56F

Maintenance Building
Elizabeth Hall Dormitory

1,286.786

Van Cleve-Burkeen

50,000

U. S. 641 By-pass

130,000

Irvin Cobb

65.000

Palmer

34,000

Jim Scott

18 000

Brinn-Cole Campground

33,000

Farris

19 000

Lassiter

11,000

Cole Campground-Brinn

33,000

Child Development Center
and Applied Science Building 1,865,557

Johnny Robinson

18.000

Lassiter

18',000

Grounds Maintenance Building

Everett Housden

11,000

Salem Church

,
33000

Green House

A. B. Lassiter

35 000

Boydsville

52,000

Notemus-Howard Store

68,000

Penny Road

35,000

College Court Married Housing 555,214
825,069
Addition to Education Bldg.

Almo-Kirksey

,
25000

Hart Hall Dormitory

2,379,267

Everett Housden

20,000

White Hall Dormitory

1,697,454

Coles Road

20,000

Lowry Library Addition

806,959

New Hope-Providence

20,000

Mason Nursing Building

1919,415

Squire Holland

12,000

Hester Hall Dormitory

,780,550

Streets-Almo, Dexter, Hazel

20,000

Administration Building

Salem -Coldwater

140,000

Bazzell Cemetery

12,000

Will Sledd

13,000

9,000
Corner of 12th and Main
Cherry Corner Baptist Church 20,000
Sulphur-Buffalo

25,000

Said Road

10,000
17,000

Dr. Douglas

30,000

Squire Workman

4
11011(
411011(
411101(
5

,
42000

Carmen Pavilion
Maintenance Building

5,377
14,887

1,242,535
116,487
10,000

8,000

Eli Lilly Road

3,500

Doran Road

10,000

*Science Building Addition

Highland
Will Doores

5,500

18th Street North

40,000

•Howton Ag. Building

Ellis Baker

6,000

Collins

16,000

Mt. Carmel Church

2,800

Mitchell Story

12,000

Taylor Store

6,000

Miller-Hicks

18,000

*Projects begun under Democratic
Administration

Cook Store

7,000

Graham

24,000

Others

Keys Lane

12,000

Calloway Co. High School

Industrial Road

12,000

Kyle Field

Lee Road
Hazel-South Pleasant Grove

9,000

4

Beane Road

3,700

Old State Road

1,050

Ed Watson

6,000

Roy Graham
Doran Road

411(

Mt. Carmel-Valentine

15.000

Maintenance Storage

Ezell

441(

5
.411

6,000

9',9
0
934
94
70

Paint Shop

25,000

4,000

11(

Calloway Co. High School

Springer Hall Dormitory

8,000
10,000

3,123,949
205,569

$1,500,000
90,000

TOTAL MONEY SPENT ON LISTED PROJECTS:
$30,150,452

ARE YOU SATISFIED...

*

* WITH A REPUBLICAN PROMISE OF "FREE
TEXTBOOKS" WHILE SOME CHILDREN IN
OUR COMMUNITY ATTEND CLASSES IN A
CONVERTED COAL BIN?
WITH THE LACK OF REPUBLICAN INTEREST
IN THE ENROLLMENT LAG AT MURRAY
STATE CAUSED BY HIGH NON-RESIDENT
TUITION FEES?
* WITH THE LOSS OF INDUSTRY AND BUSINESS SUCH AS THE CARRIER CORP., THE
ELI LILLY CO., BELK'S, BEN FRANKLIN,
MURRAY WHOLESALE, A & P, BROKERAGE
STORE AND FACTORY OUTLET?
• WITH THE MONOTONOUS RUN-AROUND WE
HAVE BEEN GETTING DURING THE LAST
FOUR YEARS ON U.S. 641 NORTH AND KY.
94?
REPUBLICAN FREEZE THAT
* WITH THE
THREATENED THE MURRAY STATE STADIUM PROJECT AND THE DAWDLING NOW
THAT HAS THE JOB MORE THAN A YEAR
BEHIND SCHEDULE?
* WITH A GOVENOR WHO DOES NOT KEEP HIS
WORD ON A PROMISE OF NO NEW TAXES?
* WITH A ROAD PROGRAM THAT BUILDS
ROADS 12-FEET WIDE ON A SCHOOL BUS
ROUTE AND NEGLECTS PEOPLE TO BLACKTOP ROADS UNNECESSARILY?
* WITH THE RISING COST OF LIVING AND
INCREASING UNEMPLOYMENT?
• WITH SURVEYS AND SURVEYS AND SURVEYS AND SURVEYS AND SURVEYS AND
SURVEYS AND SURVEYS AND SURVEYS
ON IMPORTANT ROAD PROJECTS?
A REPUBLICAN PRESIDENT WHO
* WITH
IN ADMITTING OUR
TAKES THE LEAD
ENEMIES AND OUSTING OUR FRIENDS FROM
THE UNITED NATIONS?

'4101C

41( WENDELL FORD AND JULIAN CARROLL ARE FIGHTERS FOR PEOPLE

HELP THEM PUT MURRAY AND CALLOWAY COUNTY
BACK IN THE MAINSTREAM OF PROGRESS
0A
04
1

41(

VOTE DEMOCRATIC
(PAID FOR BY THE CALLOWAY COUNTY DEMOCRATIC COMMITTEE - Z. C. ENIX. CHAIRMAN, CARL STOUT, SR., CO-CHAIRMAN)

-40I(

***********************************

4

